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INTRODUCTION
SlJUUl'e Knotting does not need any introduction as a new work, but
it does need introduction to new people. This fascinating handicraft has
been a faYorite di>ersion of the men of the United States Navy ever since
there has been a �avy. It is said that the art of square knotting (better
known as :Uacrame in Europe 1. found its or·igin in Arabia early in the
)Iiddle Ages and that the sailors of Columbus bartered square knot
articles with the Indians of the ne\\'ly discoYel'ed continent, which they
had made on their long joul'ney ac1·o:-:s the .\tlantic.

·

Howe,·er, not until recent yea1 ·, when physicians of our leading
hospitals. sanitar·iums, asylums and penal institutions recognized the
great cm·ative Yalue of light and systematic occupations for bed patients
and conYalescents (including those suffering from mental diseases), has
square knotting come into its own among ciYilians of .\merica.
It
rapidly became popular· with occupational therapists, because it requires
practically no equipment, is easy to learn, never becomes tiresome, and
develops skill and originality, at the same time providing mild exercise
and pleasant di>ersion.
To those who desire to learn how to do this beautiful work, we
address our

SQUARE-KNOT BOOK NO. 3
and in fact all of the facilities and the experience of our establishment
now recognized as

SQUARE-KNOT HEADQUARTERS
P. C. HERWIG COMPANY
21-Sands Street.
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Elementary Instructions in Square Knotting

How to Make

a

Square-Knot

QUARE-:K�OT is usu ally made with four strands.

Double and

A off in fours
.

loop the strands on the buckle, frame, or ring; then pair them

(see illustration 9). Select the two center strands
and fasten them securely to a nail, button or something to hold them out
taut. �ow take the strand on the left, holding it with the second finger
of the left band. Still holding it with the second finger of the left hand
and keeping it on the left of the two center s trands, pass the end of it
across over the two center strands, and hold it with the second finger
of the right hand (see illustration 1). Then take the strand on the
right, holding it with the thumb and forefinger of the right hand and
pass it down over the strand that was brought from the left (see illustra·
tion 2) ; then pass it to the left under the two center strands; then in
front and over the strand on the left, catching it with the thumb and
forefinger of the left hand (see illustration 3). Now turn loose the strand
held with the thumb and forefinger of the right band, and the strand
held with the second finger of the left hand. Hold stationary the strand
that is held with the second finger of the right hand, and pull the end
of the strand that is being held with the thumb and forefinger of the
left hand all the way out (see illustration 4). Now pull the strand on
each side up taut. This completes the first half of the square-knot.
Selecting the strand on the left, hold it with the second finger of
the lett hand. Still holding the strand with the second finger of the left
hand, and keeping it on the left of the two center strands, pass the end
or it across under the two center strands and hold it with the second
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finger of the right hand (see illustration 5). Then take the strand on
the right, holding it with the thumb and forefinger of the right hand, and
pass it down under the strand that was brought hom the left (see il
lustration 6); then pass it to the left over the two center strands, then
in front and under the strand on the left, catching it with the thumb
and forefinger of the left band (see illustration 7). Now turn loose the
strand held with the thumb and forefinger of the right hand, and the
strand held with the second finger of the left hand. Hold stationary the
strand that is held with the second finger of the right hand. and pull
the end of the strand that is being held with the thumb and forefinger
of the left hand all the way out (see illustration 8). Now pull the strand
on each side up taut. This completes the second half of the square-knot.

A square-knot can be made with almost any number of strands. It
can be made with several strands as a center and with one or more
strands on each side to complete the square-knot. There are unlimited
variations to the square-knot but the most important are illustrated in
thi!'l booklet.

muetrat1on No. S

Dluetn.tloo

Dlu•trat1on No. '

No. 5

mu..tn.t1on No.
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Illustration No. 8

IUustratlon No. 7

SlaTting and Finishing Square-Knot Artidee
When starting a belt or any square-knot article pair the strands off
in fours (see illustration 9). Two double strands looked over a ring, or
buckle is considered four strands. For the sake of clearness in these in
structions we will number each set of four strands, numbers 1, 2, 3, and 4.
Beginners should always use even multiples of four strands. Make the
first row of square-knots with each set of strands paired off in fours. that
is, with each number 1, 2, 3, and 4, strands (see illustration 9). When
starting the second row of square-knots, select strands Nos. 3 and 4 from
the first set of four strands, nnd strands Nos. 1 and 2 from the second
set and make a square-knot (see illustration 10). Continue the second
row, making square-knots with each four strands and each time using the
next four strands. The third row is made with the same strands as the
first row; the fourth row is made with the same strands as the second
l'OW.

When making any square-knot article and bringing it to a point drop
two strands on each side of each row of square-knots until the four center
strands come to a point (see illustration 11). If making a belt or some
similar article and a point on one side is desired, drop two strands from
the opposite side of each row of square-knots. If points are desired on
each side of an article, drop two strands from the center on eacll side of
each 1·ow of square-knots (see illustration 12). After bringing an article
to a point in the center and it is desired to bring each side down even
with this point, start at the outside on each side and pick up two strands
on each side of each row of square-knot s (see illustration 17). After an
article i s brought to a point on one side, and it is desired to bring the
opposit e side down even with this point, start at the outside on the oppo
site side and pick up two strands on each row of square-knots. After an
article is brought to a point on each side, and it is desired t o bring the
center even with the point on each side, start in the center and pick up
two atrande on each side of each row of square-knots (see illustration 20).
ro1
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ntuatratlon No. 12

Open Mesh Work
When open mesh work is desired in a square-knot article, space the
the square-knot the required distance from the last row of
square-knots (see illustration 13); then bring the second half of the
�quare-knot up taut to the first half. Some squate-knotters have a little
diffitnl ty in getting all the square-knots an equal distance apart wh(>u
In such cases it is advisable to make a t hi n
making open mesh work.
stick twice the width that the square-knot is to be spaced from the last
row of square-knots. Insert the stick between the two centet· strands and
bring the squ are-kno t up taut to it, taking the stick out nfter completing
each square-knot.
first half of

Flab
Flats are made by repeati ng a !quare-knot around two or more strands
as a center (see illustration

U).

[10]
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Spirala
Spirals are made by repeating either the first half or the second half
of a square-knot around two or more strands as a center (see illustration
15). If a spiral twisting to the right is desired, repeat the first half of
the square· knot; if a spiral twisting to the left is desired, repeat the
second half of the square-knot.
How to Make Half-Hitchea

Half-hitches are usually made by holding one strand out taut and
halt-hitching around it with another strand by bringing the other strand
under the strand that is held out taut, leaving a loop; then carry the end
of the strand being half-hitched with over the taut strand and down
through the loop drawing it up taut. Repeat this operation as many
times as desired. It is necessary to make at least two half-hitches with
each strand in Ol'der to hold the strands up taut.
How to Make Rows of Half-Hitches

When a row of half-hitches slanting to the left is desired, take the
strand that is to be half-hitched around and hold it out taut with the
left hand and make the half-hitches around it with the right hand (see
illustrations 18 & 19). When a row of half-hitches slanting to the right
is desired, take the strand that is to be half-hitched around and hold it
out taut with the right hand and make the half-hitches around it with
the left hand (see illustrations 18 & 19). Always draw the baH
hitches up close to the other work.
Beginners sometimes experience a
little difficulty in getting the rows
of half-hitches straight but this
can be overcome by practice.
When making solid square-knot
work and a row of half-hitches
straight across is desired, bring
the square-knots down even; then
take the outside strand on either
side and make two half-hitches
around it with each strand across
until the strand being half-hitched
around becomes the outside strand
on the opposite side. The half
hitch must be drawn up real close
ntu..tratlon No. 13
or the row of half-hitches will be
wider than the article itself. It
will probably be advisable to make only one half-hitch with every second
or third liltrand.
[11]
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Wilen making solid square-knot wol"l� and bt·inging it to a point 111
the ceulct· and a row or half-hitches on eadt side is desired bring the out·
side stt·and ft-om one side to the centet· making two half-hitches around it
with each strand ( s<'C illnstration

1G).

'l'hen bring the ontside strnntl

from the opposite side to the center making two hair-hitches at·onrHI it
with each stt·and, including the stt·and that was brought to the centet·
fr·om the opposite side (see illustration

17).

When making several rows of half-hitehes bl'ing the outside stt·nnd
from one side, then the outside stt·and fl'om the oppo�ite side, each tinw
mnking two half-hitches :nonnd it with ea<-h stt·and, in(·luding the st1·and

llluatratlon No. 16
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Illustrat'!on No. 19

18

that was brought to the center from the opposite side (see illustration
17). '!'his works both sides together and makes a very satisfactory finish.
When a row of half-hitches coming from the center to each side is
desired, work each side to a point; then select the inside strand on each
side and with these two strands tie an overhand knot (see illustration 19).
Then hold out taut the inside strand that was originally on the left,
slanting it to the left and make two half-hitches around it with each
stJ·and until it becomes the outside strand (see illustration 19). Now
take the inside strand on the right, slanting it to the right and make two

Illustration
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half-hitches around it with each strand until it becomes the outside strand
(see illustration

19).

Before making an additional row of half-hitches on

each side, make an overhand knot with the inside strand on each sine,
then continue as described above.

If the overhand knot is not made be

fore making a row of half-hitches on each side, an opening will be left
between the rows of half-hitches on each side.
When more than one row of half-hitches coming from the center on
each side is desired, make two half-hitches with each strand around the
strand coming from the center, including the strand from the last row of
half-hitches, until the strand from the center becomes the outside strand
(see illustration

20).

When a diagonal row of half-bitches all the way across the article is
desired, work one side to a point; then select the outside strand on the
opposite side from the point and make two half-hitches around it with
each strand until it becomes the outside strand on the opposite side.
When a diamond of half-hitches is desired bring each side to a point
and make a row of half-hitches on each side, bringing the center strand
to the outside as described above
(see illustration

19).

After mak·

ing the row of half-hitches on each
side, start in the center and bring
the square-knots down even with
the points on each side (see illus
tration

20);

to a point

then bring the center
(see illustration

11).

Now make a row of half-hitches
on each side, bringing the outside
strand on each side to the center
as described above (see illustra
tions

16, 21 & 22).

When a cross of half-hitches is
desired bring the center to a point
and make a row of half-hitches to
the center
SCribed

nluatratlon No. 22

16) ;
point

on each

above

(see

side

a·s

de·

illustration

then bring each side to a
and continue

the

row of

half-hitches on each side from the center to the outside (see illustrations

17 & 18).

Be sure to continue the rows of half-hitches with the strands

in line with the rows already made.
When making rows of half-hitches in open mesh work more half
hitches with each strand will have to be made than when making solid
work.

Just how many half-hitches will have to be made with each strand

[14]
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to keep the rows of half-hitches as wide as the article itself depends on
how loose the ope:n mesh work is. For this reason it is not advisable to
make rows of half-hitches in open mesh work.
BELTS
How to Make a Belt on a Buckle

Always consult the table to .find the number of strands that are re
quired for the size buckle being used. Cut the strands seven times the
desired length of the belt; double the strands in the middle and loop them
on the buckle (see illustration 9). Pair the strands off in fours and make
rows of square-knots by the method described under "SQUARE-KNOTS,"
until the belt is the desired length (see illustration 9 & 10). To .finish
off the belt bring the strands to a point in the center and make about
three rows of half-hitches on each side by the method described under
"HALF-HITCHES" (see illustration 16). Then soak the rows of half
hitches in water and cut off ends neatly up close to the last row of
half-hitches.
How to Make Belt Separate from Buckle, Starting from the End

Fil·st consult the table to .find the number of strands that are required
for the size buckle being used. Cut the strands seven times the desired
length of the belt. Double two strands and hang them over two small
nails or something similar (see illustration 23). With the two inside
strands as a center make a square-knot with the two outside strands (see
illustration 23). With a small nail add a double strand on each side
below the square-knot just made, and with each double strand and the
two adjoining strands make a square-knot on each side (see illustration
24). After adding the double strand on each side take the strand off
the nail and pull the second strand on each side down taut. Again using
a small nail add a double strand on each side until the belt is the re
quired width, making a row of square-knots across each time a double
strand is added on each side (see illustration 25).

llluotratlon No. 28
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Illustration No. :18

TIIustratlon No. 30

After bringing the belt down to the desired length bring the center
to a point (see illustration 11) ; then select the strands on one side of
the point (see illustration 27). Working at right angles from the belt
with these strands start from the point and pick up the strands (see
illustration 28) ; then bring them out to a point (see illustration 29).
This forms the belt loop. The point in the belt loop should be on the
same side of these strands as the point in the belt itself.
Now bring the strands from the belt loop around to the strands on
the opposite side of the loop, and with equivalent strands from the loop
and from the other half of the belt, tie square-knotAS with two strands (see
illustration 30). This joins the belt loop to the belt. The distance
between the point in the belt and the point in the belt loop should be 21/a
times the width of the belt. Be sure to draw the knots up taut. Cut
the strands off and turn the belt loop inside out before putting the belt
on the buckle.

[16]
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Starting at the End to Wh.ic:h the Buckle ia to be Aaachec:l
· First consult the table to find the number of strands that are re
quired for the size buckle being used. Cut the strand·s seven times the
desired length of the belt.
To make a belt loop, start in the middle of these strands and make
a row of square-knots, starting with the first four strands on the left.
Continue the rows of square-knots on each side from the middle and bring
one edge to a point on each side (see illustration 31). The points on
this edge should be made with equivalent strands on each side of the
middle. The distance between the two points should be 21/s times the
width of the belt.

Bring these rows of square-knots around bringing the two points
together; this forms the loop (see illustration 32). To start the belt
select the second strand from each point and using these strands as a
center make a square-knot with the first strand on each point (see illus
tration 32). Continue to make rows of square-knots picking up two
strands on each side on each succeeding row until the strands from each

Illustration No.
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side of the loop are joined t oget her. Continue the belt to the desired
length finishing it off as desc ribed under "HOW TO MAKE A BELT 0�
A BUCKLE."
After completing belts it is advisable to wash them before c utting off
the s trands .
When making a belt on a bu ck le a sliding "Turk's Read" may be used
as a lJelt luup, a lhr�e-:slraud "Turk's Head" being recommended (s
. ee
illustration 36 and directions for making , page 27).
How to Make a Smooth-Edged Belt
If w ork in g on a buckle double the strands in the utidule and loop
them on the buckle. Pair the strands off in fou r' s and ma ke a row of
square-knots across. Then select the second strand on each side and with
the outside strand form a half-hitch around the second st1·and (see ill us·
tration 33). Bring the second strand to the outi)ide, making it the first
strand. With the remaining strands make a row of square-knots. No,,·
begin with the first four strands at the left and make a row of squar-e
knots. Continue the belt by this method, forming a half-hitcl1 ,,·i t h the
first strand around the second strand on every other row of squa1·e-knots
(see illustration 33 and 34).
Pointed Ridge Effect
If a p ointed rid ge effect is desired, work the belt to a point (see
illW!tration 35). After w orking it to a poi n t w ork square-k nots d o"·n
ea�h side to the center, always keeping the belt to a point .
ReYerse
every o ther row of square-knots coming to the cente r.
Select strands Nos. 1, 2, 3 and 4 from each side for the square-knot
the
first row; strands Nos. 3, 4, 5 and 6 fro m each side for th.e square
in
knot in tlte second row; strands Nos. 5, 6, 7 and 8 hom each side for the
square- k not in the next row. Continue by this methoJ Jown each side
un til the fou r center strands are w or ked up into a squa1·e-kuot.

ruustratlon No. 35

llllliltr&tlon No.
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of the foremost crafts of the American Indian was the making

of Wampum belts.

These belts were cleverly made by the string

ing together of small bead-like shells.

Ingenious designs were

worked into the belts with colored shells and hli!tory tells ua that the
Indian not only used them for the purpose of adornment but also ex
changed them in the making of treaties, understanding the different

designs to represent the conditions of their treaty.

Dreadnaught Cord, made in all the. popular colors, is specially manu
factured so that it will produce a beaded effect when worked up into belts
according to these directions.

In manufacturing a high gloss is put on

this cord which not only adds to its appearance but also preserves it for
long wear.
The directions are easy to follow and the belts make up quickly.
desips that have been worked out have the Navajo effect.

The

[19]
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DIRECTIONS FOR MAKING WAMPUM BELTS

Fot· the sake of clearness the directions have been writoon on the
belts made only in black and white. However Dreadnaught cord is made
in all the popular shades and colors and many pretty combinations can
be had.
For making each of the belts described in this pamphlet the materials
t·equired are approximately 50 yds. (25 yds. of each color) No. 120 Dread
naught Cord, 1 buckle % in. diameter.
This will make a belt % in. wide and in any length up to 42 inches.
1. Cut two length of white and then two lengths of
black, each 8 feet long. This will give convenient
lengths of cord to start with. As the original cords
are reduced to about 6 inch length new cords should
be added. The directions for doing this are given
further on in our pamphlet. (The belt can also be
made without adding in new cords-in this case the
original cords should be cut 24 feet long. This will
make a belt 32 inches in length.)
2. Hold the buckle right side up and with the tongue
pointing up (see illustration No. 38). Double each
muatratlon No. 33
cord, one at a time, and pass the loop over the center
bar of the buckle-pass the ends through this loop
and draw them up tightly. For the arrangement
of the cords see the· different designs on pages 17
and 18.
3. After the cords have been arranged turn the buckle
over so as to have the tongue pointing down (see
illustration No. 39), this will make it easier to start
knotting the belt. Now make the buckle firm either
by catching it on a hook, closing a drawer on it or in
any convenient way. The best results are obtained
if the buckle is fastened to a small board, made of
either wood or heavy cardboard, with a couple of
small nails or thumb tacks. (The more firm the
buckle is made the easier the work will be. As the
work goes on the belt can be moved up on the board
and the tacks inserted through it so as to continue
.nlu.tratlon No. at
to hold it firm.)
\
.

4.

The knot used in making the belt is a simple slip knot which is
illustrated as follows:
The filler (the straight cord in the illustration) must be held taut
and the knot made over it with the other cord 8.8 the illustration
shows. After the knot is made, draw it up tightly, being careful
[201
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not to let the filler buckle up.

It is important to notice, in the

directions that fo11ow, that these knots are always made two at a
time with the same cord o\·er the filler-the second knot binds and
loci's the first.

5.

'l'he best "beaded effect" will be obtained by pulling the knots up
tightly and keeping them close together.

In doing this it is advisable

to went• an old pair of thin gloves which in no way will interfere with
the efficiency of the worker and will prevent the pulling on the cord
from making the hands sore.

6.

There are two methods of working the belt which we shall call
Method

"A"

an d

Method "B",

explanation

of

each follows:

Method "A"
Take the cord on

the extreme left in the right

hand and pass it over the next three cords , keeping
it parallel to the center bar of the buckle-use it as
a filler and with the left hand knot the next three
cords over it, one after the other, making two knots
with each cord.

Be careful to keep the filler taut

so that it does not buckle up.

Next take the cord

on the e xtreme right in the left hand and pass it
over the next three cords, keeping it parallel to the
center bar of the buckle-use it as a filler and with
the right hand knot the next three cords over it, one
after the other, making two knots with each cord.
Now the two fillers will meet in the center.
Cross them, keeping the one from the right on
top and make two knots over it with the filler com

ing from the left .

method "A".

Illustration No. 40

This completes one full row of

(See illustration 40.)

Method "B"
Cross the two middle cords keeping the one coming from the r ight
on top and make two knota over it with the cord coming from the left

( when changing from

method

"A"

to method

"B"

this first step in method

"B" ia not nece�sary as the two middle cordi will already be found to
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he JH·operly crossed and knotted. However, in the succeeding lines of
method "ll'' it is very impo1·tant to do this first step). Now one of these
cords will be fou nd pointing to the left and one to the right-take the
one pointi11g to the left in the left hand and pass it over the three c01·ds
un the left side of the bell-use it as a filler, keeping it pointed on u
downward angle and with the righ t hand knot the three cords over i t. one
after the other, making two knots with each cord. Now take the cord
pointing to the right iu the r·ight hand pass i t over the tlu·ee cords

Thl>� lllustr·ates the design when method B
is joined to method A

This illustrates the design when method A
is Joined to method B

on the right side of the belt-use it as a tiller, keeping i t pointed on a
downward angle, and with the left band knot the three cords over it, one
after the other, making two knots with each cord. This completes one
full row of method "B". Be careful i n making the second and succeeding
rows of method "ll" to first cross and knot the two middle cords as
explained at the start of the instructions for method "B".
To Add New Cords
While working with method "A"-pass the cord at the extreme left
over the next three cords i n the usual manner and make the two knots
over it with the first cord. Before knotting the second cord place a new
cord, about 6 feet long, along side of the filler with the end of i t passing
under the first cord and extending about 4 inches beyond the edge of the
belt. This will give a double filler. Now knot the second and third cords
over both of them together. Do the same thing from the right side.
Now the four fillers will meet in the center-pass the two short ones
to the back and join the lwo long ones i n the usual manner, keeping
the one coming from the right on top and making two knots over it with
the one from the left. Care should be taken not to pull too hard on the
new fillers until they have been knotted together. Now make another
1·ow i n the regular way and then turn the belt over and cut off the two
ends of cord that appear. ( These cords can be safely cut off close to
the belt.)
The same idea can b e carried out while working method "B". New
cords can b e added as often as they are necessary without weakening or
lmrting the appearance of the belt.
[22]
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To End The Belt

Do this on ly when working method "A" in order to end the belt in a
Take the two cords on the extreme left, use them together as a
filler and knot the next two cords over them in the usual manner. Draw
these knots up tightly. Do the same thing from the rig h t side. Four
tillers will now meet in the cent e1· drop two of them to the b ack and knot
the other two in the usual manner. Rep eat this on the next r ow
Now
all the cords will be bunched tog ether t ur n them all to the back and
with a strong needle and thread sew them al l sec urely to the back of the
belt, as near to the tip as pos sib le. Cut off the ends of all the cords.
point.

-

.

-

NOTE: These belts can
buckle and additional co rds

be made wider if

desi1·ed

by

using a broader

.

Type "A"

l'lace on e cord of white on each side of buckle
and the two cords of black i n the middle.
/Jirecli(ms:
WOJ·k three rows of method "A" and then three t·ows of
method ·'B''-r·epeat un til the belt is made to the length
desired.

Arrangement of co1·ds:

Type "B"

Ill

Same as for Type "A."
rows of method "A" and then five rows of methorl
"B''-repcat until the belt is made to the length d esirerl

Arrangement of c01·ds:
Directions:

Work five

.

Type "C"

Same as for Type "A."
the en tire belt with method "A." In this de sign the
belt will not have any buckle h ol es, however, the tongue of the
buckle can be ea.sily forced through the belt at any place
desired.
(The reverse of this design can be made by wo rking
[23]
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the entire belt with method

"B"

except for the last two rows

which should be made with method "A" in order to end the
belt in a point.)

Type

:irrangement of cords:

D"

"

Same as for Type "A."

Work nine rows of method "A., and then nine rows of meth

Directions:

of "B"-repeat until the belt is made to the length desired.

Type "E"

Arrangement
Directions:

of cords:

Same as for Type

"A."

Work seven rows of method "A" and then seven 1·ows of

method "D"-repeat until the belt is made to tile length
desired_

Type "F"

A.rmngement of cords:

Place the two cords of white on one side of the

buckle and the two cords of black on the other side.

Directions:

Work the entire belt with method

"A."

:o.;OTE:
In Types A, B, C, D & E three colors can be used by arranging the cords as follows:
(using Brown, Red and Orange).
Place one cord of Brown on each side of the buckle then take the Orange Cord
and in passing the loop over the center bar of the buckle put it over the tongue of the
buckle so as to get it exactly in the center. Now take the Red Cord and also pass i:
over the tongue of the buckle but in drawing the enc..ls of the corc..l through the lo•·!
allow the knot to spread so that it sets over the orange cords. Now the single stri1o�.·
ahould set so that they read from left to right as follows:
Brown, Red, <>ranee - Oraqe, Red and Brown.
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SHADE PULL

Thia article iM made with a succession of
square knots worked over a filler. After
learning the knot a shade pull can be made
in fifteen minutes.
ball of Dreadnaught Cord,
Size No. 120, will make 10 shade
pulls complete (including tassel).

Materi4J-One

INSTRUCTIONS

Take 2 lengths of cord, about 2 yards
each, double them and put loops over a
hook; this will give four lengths, each one
yard long. These cords are used as a filler;
make the four ends fast to your belt so as to
keep them taut.
llluatration No.

U

Take another length of cord about three yards long (this
cord is used to make the knots over the filler). Pass it under
filler about two inches from the hook and draw the ends of
it up evenly, one on each side of filler. Then take the cord
at the left and pass it loosely over the filler leaving a loop
at the left. Then take the cord at the right, pass it first ovM
the cord which has been brought over from the left side then
under the filler and up through the loop at the left, draw it
, up tight (see illustration 42). This makes the first half of
the knot. To complete the knot repeat the above operation
but alternate the cords, using the one on the right first.
llluatratlon No. U

Make 26 of these complete knots. Then make 16 half knots, using
the first operation only (always passing the cord at the left over the
filler fkst). This will give a spiral effect. (See "Spirals," top of page 5.)
�Jake 18 more complete knots and then 16 more
with 20 more complete knots.

half knots.

Finish

To make the tassel first knot the ends of all the cords together a
number of times so as to make a round knob. Then cut about 50 lengths
of cord about 6 inches each, and lay them evenly on a table. Place the
knob, at the end of the pull, in the middle of these cords, mid-way between
both ends and tie them all together. Work the cords around the knob
until the knob is invisible. Then turn all the cords down and bind them
aronnd just below the knob. Out the cords off e>enly.
[2il]
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How to Make

a

Pillow

Top

When making pillow tops it is advisable to make a frame of wood the
1·equired dimensions of the pillow.

Put a 1·ow of nails around the outer

edge on one side of each section of the frame.

Space the nails on each

section an equal distance hom one another (see illustration 43).
Having selected the co1·d and colo1·s, p1·eferably No. 3 Silkine Pearl
Cotton, put the bottom colo1· on the frame first by winding the cord
around the nails, winding first from the top to the bottom and then from
side to side (see illustration 43).

After putting each color up and down

and across the frame, turn the frame ove1· and wo1·k hom the opposite
side.

The pillow top is now ready to be clove-hitched (see illustration

48) additional st1·ands being 1·equired for this purpose.

It is advisable

to clove-hitch with a stl'ong cord, something uot too heavy; pl'eferably
�o. 3D. M.

C.

Make a clove hitch around every intersection of the stl·ands from each
side and from the top and bottom across the frame, starting from one side
and from the bottom of the fl·ame (see illu:stration 44).

Starting from

the opposite side of the frame and from the top, make another clove hitch
around every intersection of the strands from each side and from the
top and bottom across the frame

(see illustl'ation 45).

'l'hese clove

hitches go in the opposite direction from the clove hitches just made.
After completing all the clove hitches both ways make a thin narrow
stick and separate the four bottom strands and the clove hitch cord

between each intersection on the frame from the 1·emaining strands (see
illustration 46). Now cut the top strands between each intersection in
the middle (see illustration 47).

ntustration No.

It is ad dsable to use a razor 01· 1·azo1·

43
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blade when �:utting these co1·ds. Cut the Rtl·nnds from eaeh side and
ft-om the top and bott.om between each intersection.
Aftet· cutting the trandR between each intet·. ection. each cluster may
be brush ed up to make a fluffy elfe<·t. 'fhen each cl uster 5>houlll be pinched
u p with the fingers.

Illustration

Tllu�tration

No. 'li

Illustration

No.

•s

No. 47

HOW TO MAKE A TURK'S HEAD
Cut an independent strand about fifteen times the circu mference of
the article the Turk's Head is to be worked around. When making bags
or other Square-Knot Novelties it is advisable to make a 'l'urk's Heacl
with the same matel'ial as the al'ticle.
Pass the tl·and twice a rou n d the tassel 01· a l ti c le the 'l'ut·k's Head
is to be wot·ked around, as pet· illustration 49. These strands must be
loose enough to a1Jow l'ol' the extt·a strands whicll will be added to fot·m
t h e Tnl'l�'s I I ead.
'
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Illustration

No.

IJiustratlon No.

HER W IG

·19

52

55

Illustration No. 50

Illustration No.

llluslo·atlon

53

No. 5G

CO M P A N Y

TlluRtr" tion No

Illustration

llluslo·a.tlon

No.

No.

;;I

54

»1
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lllu.-trnlion Xo.

Jllustrallon No.

58

61

B 0 0 K

lllliSlmlion

:\o.

mustratlon No.

59

62

N

0 .

lllu><lrution

t-:o.

lllustratlon No.

�0

63

Pass the cud of the working strand to the 1·igh t and under the strand
1·ight, as per illustJ·aLion 50. 1'ben pass the strand on the right
u nde1· t h e stJ·aJHl on t h e left and bl'ing the wotking strand to the left
and u n d c1· the sll'and on t h e l e f t, as pet· ill nstralion 51. N ow pass the
stl'and on the left under the s( J·aud on the l'i ghl and bring the working
strand t o the 1·ight a n d nndt>t· t hC' strand on t h e l'ight, as per illustration
on the

""'·
:-, "
'!'hen bring the wot·king s t t·aJHl up alongside the strand with which
the 'ftu·k's Head was sta1·ted, ns pel' illustration 53. Follow this same
�trand, as per illus tra t ions 5 1 to ():3. . \ l ways keep the working strand
on the ·ame side of this sln11Hl until the 1'tn·k's Head is completed, as per
illu�t1·ations 54 to 63 .

or 1 1 1 1 ' slt•;IJHI I I [ J l:liiL :lll d \ ' I l L t ll c lll off I I J I t•los�
or Lite 'l'u l'l\'s llt•ad. 'l'hh; t:OIItplctcs Lite 'l' urk's L l eatl.

.\'o w ) I I I I I hotlt ends

i

' " t lt!

slt'U.IIds
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ILLUSTRATION TITLES OF PART
Illustrations

1

to 4.

IUustJ·ations 5 to 8.
IllustJ·ation

!)_

0 M P A

N

}'

I.

Fir!'t ha1f or a square-knot.
Sec-ond half of a square-knot.

Rtt·and!' paired off in fours for the fir!'l row of !'quare
knot!': �quare-knots being tied with ('flCh four �tt'aJHl�.

Illust ration 1 0.

RtJ·:mds pai recl off in fom·s for the second row of sqn:u·e
knots: �quare-knot� bein� tied

Illustration 1 1 .

with each

four strand�.

Ihin�ing a n article to a point i n the center hy dt•opping:

two strands on each siile of eac-h row of �qmt t·e-knot:<.
Tllnsh·n tion 1 2.

lhi11p;in� an a.rti(·lc t o a point on each Ride by rll-oppin�

two strands on each sicle from the centet· of' eac·h
row of square-knots.
Il ln st ra tio n 13.

�pacing �qnm·e-knots from fhe last t·ow for op('n mesh

work.
Ill ust ra t i on 14.

Plat�. by t·e peating a sqnm·e-knot.

Illustration 15.

� pi ral s. by t·cpeati ng the first or second hn1f of a square
knot.

lllustJ·ation 1 6 .

Illustration 17.

Making

l'i<:ki n� n p th e

the
111ustra tion 18.

n l'Ow of

half-hitches

from the outside to the

center on each �ide.
l'OWR

strn nels

on

<'n C'h

!'ide aft cr completing

of ha1f-hif <-hes.

T h i ugi n g each sicle to a point, aftet· making 1 ·ows of
hnlf-hitches

to

the

centet·

from

the outside,

then

<:ontinning rows of half-hitches all the way across.
fllustJ·ation 1 9 .

l\IFtking- t·o"·s of half-hitches ft·om t h e center to the out
side after making an O\'et·-hand k not with the inside
strand on each f;idc.

Illustration 20.

Picking up the slrand1-; i n t he

< ·en ter

aftrl' mn k i n g J•ows

half-hit rhes f1·om the centr1· to the outside.

l l l ustt·a t i o ns �1 ancl :!:.!.

( 'o m plet i n� a diamond or hal f- h it c- hes

ing the <:entet· t o

n

by lwinJ!·

point an<l makin� t·o"·� of half

hitches f1·om tltc outside to the cente1·.
111usb·ations �3. �-� and

25.

Sta1·ting n squ a t·e-kn ot artide, f J Ol l l t he end .
·

in which a point is desired.

lllustt·ation 2G.

DelL w o1·k ed to a point i n the centct· 1·cady to make a

belt loop.
lllu�t1·at ions

27

IllustJ·ation 2!).

and 2

.

Starting a belt loop with the stt·ands on one

:i d e o( the point in the belt.
B t·i n gi n � a belt. loop t o

a

po i n t 1·eady t o joi n i t t o the

belt.
l l l u s t t·ation 30.

'l'he end of

a ucll Joop being joiueo to the !Jel l .
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illustration 31.

Strands wo1·ked to a point on each side to make a be1t
loop.
llitlbtration 3·>
-· Wol'ldng the ends of a belt loop logethe1·, stal'ting a
belt.
lllu�tra tion 33. A half-hilch wade with the lit·:sl :stmnd tu·otwd the
second, aud sta1·ting the next 1·ow of sq ua1·e-knots.
lllu ·tration 3..J. Reve1·sing e,·e1·_y other 1·ow of squaJ·e-Jowts to make a
ridg-e effect.
Il lustration 35. l:e)t WOJ·ked l O a point. '\Vorking :,;IJUUI'e·kllot:s down to
a point fi'Oill eacl1 side.
I Uustratiou 3G. A Tul'k's llead used as a belt loop.
Illustration 3�I . A \\'am ) I I I I I I lwl t , tied with l JJ-ead naught Cord.
lllustl'ation 38. A douule-cnded IJtu.:kle.
lllustl'aliou 3U. :::l h owing how to anange co1·d::; of tlitieJ·cnt co10l'S on
buckle.
Ill ustl'at.iou ..! 0. �howing Jll'Occdtll·e fol' method "A.''
lll ustration 4 1 . Shade pull.
l l l u tration 4:l. Showing how to stal't tying a shauc pull.
lllustl'ation 43. �!towing nails spaced on a f1·ame aut! the <.:ol'd wound
around the nails.
l l l ustra tions ..J..J and ·45. �t1·nnds being clove hi t<.:hed at ea<.:l1 intersection
each way ac1·oss a pillow top.
l l 1ustration 4(). �tJ·:tn<.ls being cut between each inle1·sc<.:tion.
Illustration 47. Coni f1uffed-u p aftel' beiug cut.
Illustration 48. A (')oye hitch.
Illustration 49 to 63. 'l'he dill'el'ellt :stages or a 'l'uJ·k's llt•ad.

TABLE

FOR

NUMBER

OF STRANDS O F T H E DIFFERENT CORDS
BUCKLES OF VARIOUS S I Z E S

CORDS
No. 20 Drelldnau,ht . . . . . . . . . .
No. 1 Mercerized Crochet Cottou
ldeal Slllt Cable

. . . . ..
. .

. . . . . . . . . . . . .

D. M. C. Cordonnet . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Pee Cee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6-thtl Seine Twine

. . . . . .

9-thd Seine Twine

. . . . .

ll·thd Seine Twine . . . .
16-thd Seine Twine . . .

.

.

.

20
24

24
28

20
zo

20
2•

24
2s

. . . . . . . 20
. . . .
I u I
20 I
. . 16

20

24

28
20
16

32
24
2o

16 I

16

20

. .. .. .. .. .. . 11

..

...
. .

Silk

I

l

1%" 1 ',4 " Hit" 1*"1 2" (2\i�H 3"
20
20

No. J Mercerized Cotton
SUit De Luxe . . . . . . . . . . . .
011e spool of Ideal, Pee Cee or

1 1"

USED ON

16
20
16
zo

1

28

40

32

32

40

52

32

40
52

28

32

36
28

40
32

40
40

24
20

2s
24

2s
32

1

48

so
48
60

52

60

48
36

60
44

72
56

32
28

-10

32

4!1
40

1 :: I i: �� �: �� �� :� �;

DeLuxe will make a 20-strand belt 3G inches 1on�t

Always remember that the working strands should be at least 3\h times the desired
length of the article you are making.

Be exact about this.
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SQUARE-KNOT

1\" 1·

HOOKS

There are several kinds of Square Knot Hooks, all more or less
crude, in use among Square Knotters.

\Ve have seen and used several

different hooks and illustrate below the three types which we have found
most practical.

We recommend the center one.

/

)

\

I
,
/
/

The center hook is made by driving a 4-inch nail through a l-inch
wooden block and bending the pointed end of the nail back, forming the
hook.

Screw eyes may be placed in the ends of the block and a stout cord

attached to these to fasten the hook around the body.
The advantage of this type of hook over the other two illustrated

is that when the wooden block is drawn up close to the body i t makes
the hook stand out straight i n front of you.
The hook at the right is very easily made and is quite the same as
the center one except that the string is tied to the head of the nail itself.

The third hook is an ordinary key ring hook with a piece of string
tied around the center of it to grip the strands.

It can be secured at any

hardware or novelty store.
LEST YOU FORGET
Refo•·e

starting to make any Square Knot arlicle, figt11·e out how
'J'o obtain llll exact match in colOJ·s i t is necessa1·y

much COl'd is required.

that you buy enough cord , at the start, to

finish

the aJ·tic:lc which you

in tend to make.
Despite the great care exercised in dyeing c:ot<ls a t the mills, the
quality of dye-stuffs at the presen t time is such that a slight nniation in a
tone or shade between two <lifferen t lots ot· <lips is absol utely unavoidable.
It is only by chance tha t Sqnat·c Knot Uea<lqual'tel·s or any dealer
is occasionally able to furnish an exact match of any sample.

Protect

yourself against disappointment by buying enough cord a L the beginning.
It is better to be safe than sorl'y.
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How to Make Square-Knot Handbags
"THE IDAHO"
Material required: Fifty small rings (either No. 24 Pearl
Dainty Rings or No. 25 Bone Rings) and either nine balls or
1 D. M. C. Cordonnct or tlve spools Silk DeLuxe.

No.

Cut fifty strands eight and one-half feet long. Use t'Yenty-five rings to each
side of the bag and loop two double strands on each ring. Make a flat of four
SJWlre-knots on each ring.
After making the flats on each ring insert a strong cord through the twenty
to something solid. Select the two
outside strands from the end ring on each side and make a knotted bar of six
fi"'e rings and make each end of it fast

knots (see illustration 43).
Starti ng with the two inside strands on the end ring and the two adjoining
strands on the next ring make a row of spirals of eight knots each, each time
using the next four strands.
Starting at the left with strands numbers 1, 2, 3 and 4, make a row of flats
of four square-knots each. Starting at the left with strands numbers 3, 4, 5
and 6, make one row of square-knots.
Select the ten outside strands on each side and make thirteen rows of square
knots. Select the next; eight strands on the right and slant the first strand at
the left to the right and form· two half-hitches with each of the next seven
strands. Form three additional rows of hal f-hitch es with these eight strands,
always selecting the strand at the left and forming two half-hitches with each
of the seven strands to the right.
After making four rows of half-hitches with these eight strands, select the
next eight strands. Slant the strand on the right to the left and form two half
hitches with each of the next seven strands. Form three additional rows of
half-hitches with these eight strands always selectjng the strand at the right
and forming two half-hitches with each of the next seven strands. After com
pleting the four rows of half-hitches on each side select the inside strand in
each group af.l the bottom of the half-hitches and with the strand on either side
make five half-hitches with each strand arom1d the center strands, alternating
the strands o0n each side (see illustrations 1 and 4 ) . :Make a " G " bar by
carrying the two center strands up over and back of the half-hitches pulling the
two center strands down (see illustration 5). Complete the " G " bar by using
these two strands al:> a center, holding the stnmd 011 either side on the outsid e,
and making a square-knot with these four strauds (sec illustration 6 ) .
Again divide these strands otT i n eights. I n the group of strands on the
left select the strand Oil the right and slanting it to the left, form two half
hitches with each of the �text seven strands. Form th ree additional rows of half
hitches by slanting the strand on the right to the left and forming two half
hitches with each of the next seven strands.
In t.he group of sLraHus 011 the right, make four rows of half-hitches, always
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�ing the strand on the left and slanting it to the right, forming two half
rr-2les with eaeh of the

next seven strands.

Ha,·ing completed the " G " bar and half-hitches, cast aside the strands used
in makinl! these and select the next eight strands.
Blant the st rand on the
:'igh: of this group to the left, and form two half-hitches with each of the next
��t>n snauds. Form a second row of half-hitches by again slan ting the strand
on

the right of the group to the left and forming two half-hitches with each

Qf the next seven strands.

Xow select the

next eight strands. Slant the strand at the left of this group
and form two half-hitches with each of the next seven strands. Make
• seeond row of half-hitches again slanting the strand on the left to the right
and forming two half-hitches with each of the next seven strands.
Afte r completing two rows of half-hitches with each group sele ct the inside
:u

the right

strand of each group.

Using these two strands as a center with the strand on

either side make a spiral of seventeen knots.
side make a spiral of ten knots each.
form a

With

the next four strands on each

With the two outside strands of each group

knotted bar of ten knots (see illustration 43).

the adjoining design

( see illustration 2 ) .

making five knots
the outside strand of

After

of this bar insert the outside strand on each side through

Select the outside strand of each knotted bar and slant it to the

center, form

ing two half-hitches with each of the next seven strands toward the center. Form
each side to the
center, forming two half-hitches with each of the next seven strands.

another row of half-hitches by slanting the outside strand on

By the method just described make three additional designs across the bag,
alternating each design.
After completing the first row of designs make two rows of square-knots all
the way across.
.Make thirteen more rows of square-knots with the ten outside strands on
each side.

Divide the remaining strands into groups of eight, and with the first

mustratlon

�o. 1

lllustratlon No. 2

Tllustrat!on No.

3
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two groups make

a

llluslration Ko. ;,

<.lesig11 by the same method a..; dcsc..:ril,cJ Jor making the

""='· ·

ond design in th e first row of d esigns. Tn sert t h e 011 !side slnlntl of the knott.:�
bar in the outside strand of the eighth row of Stpwrc-lmots, c..:ounliag from tl-:
lll;St row of square-knots all the way across.
The second design in this row is made by the same 1ndhod as des\.'rilJe,J i:
making the design with the first tw o groups of strands in t he fi1·st row.
Continue by the melhod a l ready described a ntl m ake t lm�e more 1lt•sig-r1� i1
this row, alternating each design.

Third row of designs i;; exaetJ_,. the

;,au.-:

as the first row.
After completing th e last row of d esi gns work a row of sq11an•-knut ..;; <Wl'l'''
ti ng with strands n11mbcrs 3, 4, G and G.
·with the eight outside strands on each sid e lliakc fo1 1 r rows of. squat·e-ktt•·•
\Vith the remai nin g strands mab: a row of fiats of' l'nt11· sqnan•-knots l'ach. 11:-;ir,::
the 1 1 ext four stra nd s each t inw.
st ar

Cast asidr.

t he

e ight een strands 011 each sidl' and nrak1• a ro\1· of' spiral,;

eight knots each with the remaining strands.
oelow the spit·als,

starting with

\\'ork

a

row

of

..

:·

square-knots jl�:--

strands numbers :l, -+, 5 and G.

Starti11g at the left sclcet thf' second aJJd third strands, a t r d \rith t h e out.-.id�

ten half-hitches around these two strands (sec i llnstt·atioH & .
Counting from the left select strand numbc1· 23 aud slant .it to the left, forminS"
two half-hitches wih each or the strands until this strand becomes the outside
strand (see illustration 7).
Again seleet the second and th ird strands fro1n t h e l e f t and with the outside
strand form ten half-h itch es around these two strands.
Counting from the left select strand number 24 and slant it to the left, form
ing two bali-bitches with each strand until this strand becomes the outside strand.
Form four more rows of half-hitches, each time selecting the next strand tu
strand form
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the right and slanting it to the left, forming two half-hitches with each strand
until the strand being used becomes the outside strand.
Form ten half-bitches with the outside strand around the second and tbir<l
!;trands between each ro'� of ·half-hitches (see illustration

8).

Be careful to space

each row of half-hitches evenly, keeping them the same distance apart.
The right side is made by the same method as the left side, the strands being
slanted to the right instead of to the left.
Select the eight center strands between the rows of half-hitches on each side.
With each of the outside strands of these eight make half-hitches around the six
center strands, alternating the two outside strands (see illustration

4).

Continue

these half-hitches to the bottom.
Now turn this half of the bag over.

Select the thirteen strands on each

side of the center at the top of the half-hitches and make square-knots with
equal strands on each side.

After tying the square-knots cut the strands off.

r�et

the remaining strands hang down.
The opposite side of the bag is made by exactly the same method.

After

completing both sides of the bag insert one double strand on each side on both
sides of the bag (see illustration

28).

Insert these strands in the outside strands

just below the second row of flats at the top.

:Make the outside strands of the

four additional strands much longer than the other two as they work up very
rapidly when joining the two sides together.

Using

the two inside strands of

these additional strands as a center, make two square-knots with the other two
strands (see illustration 28).

Insert the outside strands of the four additional

strands through the outside strand on each side of the bag in every other row of
square-knots.

:Make two square-knots with the additional strands after each. in

sertion (see illustration

29).

Continue down each side by this method until both

sides of the bag are joined together.
Now select the eighteen outside strands on each side of each half of the
bag and work

a

"Turk's Head" around these strands, just below the last row of

Wu•t...,tloo
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Sew the bag together around the edge
of the half-hitches at the bottom. Gather the remaining strands together at the
bottom and work a ' ' Turk's Head ' ' around them just below the half-hitches.

square-knots (see illustt·ations 46 to 60).

How to Make a Flat Draw-Cord
Cut nine strands oue yard long for each draw-cord. Tie one end of the
strands to something to hold them together and lay the strands out flat. Select
the outsid� straud on one side and carry it to the center by taking it over the
first strand, under the second, over the third, and under the fourth (see illustra
tion 9 ) . Select the strand on the opposite side and carry it to the center by
taking it over the first strand, under the second, over the third, and under the
fourth (see illustration 10). Continue by this method, alternating with the out
side strand on each side, each time bringing it to the center, until the draw-cord
is the desired length. Both draw-cords are made by the same method.
After making the draw-cords insert one of them through all the rings, bring
ing it back to the same side it was started from. Do the same thing with the
other draw-cord, inserting it from the opposite side. The draw-cords may be
joined at each end by .half-hitchis with one of the strands (see illustration 41) ;
by a " Turk's Head" ; or by selecting two outside strands and making a square
knot around the remaining strands (see illustration 45).

How to Make a Cable Laid Draw-Cord
Most square-knotters prefer a cable laid draw-cord, made as follows :
Cut five strands twelve feet long. Fasten one end of these cords to a nail or
hook and holding them taut at the other end, twist them to the right almost
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to the point of kinking. Now take hold of this. twisted co�·d somewhere near the
center and ''ith other hand pa.'>S the end over the hook. Be sure to keep all
strands taut and slide the cord through the hand and over the hook until you
have three equal lengths of twisted cord. Then twist these three lengths to the
left, which completes the cord. Pass the finishe:d cord through the rings and join
the ends by the same method used for tll� Flat Draw Cord.

"THE ARKANSAS"
One pair Celluloid Hand Bag Rings and
Material required:
three SPOOls Ideal Silk Cal>lc Cord or six Lalls: of No. 1 D. M. C. Cordonnel.

Cut eighty strands seven feet long. Double and loop forty strands on each
1·ing. Pair the strands on each ring off in four's and make a row of square
knots, starting at the left with strands No. 1, 2, 3 and 4. Make a second row
of squat·e-knots starting with strands Nos. 3, 4, 5 and 6.
After completing the second row of square:-knots, start at the left and make
two flats of six square-knots each, using the first eight strands. With the next
eight strands make two flats of five square-knots each, and with the next eight
strands make two flats of four square-knots each. With the next sixteen strands
make four flats of three square-knots each. Stariing at the right make flats to
the center by the same method described in matking the flats from the left.
Beginning at each side, select the second strand and make five half-hitches
it with the fin;t strand (see illustration 42). Beginning with the next
four strands, make a row of spirals of four knots each. Now start at the left
and make two flats of six square-knots each, using the first eight strands. With
the uext eight strands make two flats of five square-knots each. With the next
eight strands make two flats of four square-knots each. \Vith the next sixteen
strands make four flats of three square-knots each. Both sides are now ready to
be joined together.

around

Starting at the left with strands No. 3, 4, 5 and 6, make a row of spirals
of four knots each around the bag.
Now select the twenty-four center strands on each side, casting the other
strands aside for the time being; with these tw·enty-four strands make six rows
of square-knots, bringing them to a point by dropping two strands on each side
of each row of square-knots until the four centter strands come to a point (see
illustration 1 1 ) . Select the outside strand on the right and, slanting it to the
left, form two half-hitches around it with each of the next eleven strands (see
illustration 1 1 ) . :r\ow form a second row of half-hitches, again selecting the
outside strand on the right and forming two half-hitches around it with each
of the next ten strands. Form two rows of half-hitches on the opposite side by
the same method just described, slanting the outside strands to the right.
After completing the half-hitches on each side, start at the left with strands
Nos. 1, 2, 3 and 4, and make a square-knot (:see illustration 12). Make three
additional rows of square-knots, adding two s1trands toward the center to each
row of sqnare-kuots (see illustration 13). Makoe three more rows of square-knots
dropping two strands from the center of each row (see illustration 1 3 ) . By the
method just described make seven rows of square-knots on the opposite side.
[39 j
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Select the two strands from the two rows of half-hitches on the. right, slant·
them to the left, and form two half-hitches for each row of half-hitches with
ea-ch of the remaining strands, including the strands from the rows of half
hitches on the left (see illustration 13). Select the first two inside strands on
the opposite side, and make . two rows of half-hitches by the method just de
scribed, slanting the strands to the right.
Mter completing the half-hitches on each side start with the four eenter
strands and make five rows <�f square-knots, adding two strands to each side of
each row (see illustration 14). With the strands that were cast aside make a
row of spirals of five knots each between the designs on each side.
ing
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Starting at the Je:sign on each side of the bag, select the two strands on
each side of i•, and with the first strands form ten half-hitches around the second
strand. After making the first fiye half-hitches with the outside strand insert
it through the outside strand above the first row of square-knots under the rows
of half-hitches in the design (see illrutration 15).
Starting with strauds Nos. 3, 4, 5 and 6 from the design, make another row
of spirals of five knots each between the designs on each side of the bag. Make
another row of spirals of five knots each starting with strands Nos. 1, 2, 3 and 4
from the design. Startiug from the design make ten half-hitches with the first
two strands by the same method described above (see illustration 15). Starting
with the next four strands make another row of spirals of five knots each between
the designs on each side of the bag. Now start with the first four strands from
the design and make another row of spirals of five knots each.
After completing the spirals select the twenty-four strands on each side of
the design and below the spirals just made. With each of these twenty-four
strands make a design by the same method described in making the design with
the tweuty-four center strands at the top. Make spirals and half-hitches on
each siuc of these designs by the same method described in making the spirals
and half-hitches between the designs at the top of the bag.
After completing the two designs on each side of the bag, and the four rows
of spit·als between the designs, again select the twenty-four center strands on
each side of the bag and make another design by the method already described.
Make spirals and half-hitches on each side of the design by the method already
described.
Af"trr completing the last design at the bottom make a row of spirals of five
knots each around the bag. Then make a row of flats of three square-knots
each around the bag.
After completing the flats, select the sixteen outside strands on each side,
from both sides of the bag and make a " Turk's Head" around these strands
just below the flats. With the remaining strands make a row of flats of three
square-knots each across eaeh side of the bag. (Do not join these strands to
gether at the sides.)
Afte"r completing the la:;t row of flats, make niue rows of square-knots on
each side of the bag-, dropping I wo strands from each side of each row.
Turn the bag inside out and with equal strands on each side make square
knots dowu each si<le of the point, using only one strand from each side of the
bag for the sCjua J·c-knot. I t' a large tassel is not desired, the strands from the
flats and fro111 1 he next fou 1· rows of square-knots may be cut off after tying
them together inside.
Now turn the bag right side out. Bring the strands from the inside out
through the opening at the bottom and form a " Turk's Head" around them just
below the last row of square-knots.
Cut the strands off the desired length, completing the bag.
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HOW TO MAKE A SQUARE-KNOT POCKETBOOK
"THE FLORIDA"
Jlla.terial reQuired: One B-10 Hand Bag l·'rame and six balls
of No. 1 D. M. C. Cordonnet or 3 spools Pee Cee cable cord.

Cut eight strands five feet long.

Star ti ng on one side of the frame, insert

one double strand in each of the eight center holes.
through with a :fine wire or thread.

The strands should be pulled

Group these strands off in fours and make

a square-knot with each four strands.
Cut the new strands for each additional row one inch shorter than the new
strands for the preceding row.

The last strands inserted at the bottom of the

frame should be twenty-four inches shorter than the first strands insert ed at the
top.

(Note-Some square-knotters prefer cutting all strands the same length

for the time saved fully compensates for the small waste of material which
should be

sa\·ed if

the suecessiYe ·cords were cut shorter. )

Both sides of this bag are exactly the same.
Insert a double strand in the hole on each side of these eight strands and
make a row of square-knots across the frame.

Insert another double strand in

the next hole on each side and make another row of square-knots.

Continue by

this method, adding a double strand on each side for each additional row of
square-knots, until a double strand is inserted in each hole down each side of
the frame.
After inserting a double strand in each hole, if the strands are not even
multiples of four, add enough strands to make them even multiples of four.

The

strands are added by simply looping a double strand around an outside strand
and tying a square-knot with the two new strands and the two adjoining strands.
If extra strands are added, make another row of square-knots across each side

of the frame.
Then turn the frame over and complete the other side in exactly the same
manner, up to this point.

Now make a row of spirals of six knots each all the

way around the frame, connecting the strands from each side of the frame.
Select the twelve center strands on each side of the frame and make three spirals
of six knots each.

With the next twenty strands on each side of these spirals

make three rows of square-knots.

With the next twelve strands on each side of

these square-knots make three spirals of six knots each.

With the remaining

strands make three rows of square-knots.
Now select the sixteen center strands on each side of the bag and make four
spirals of six knots each.

With the next twelve strands on each side of these

spirals make three rows of square-knots.

With the next sixteen strands on each

side of these square-knots make four spirals of six knots each.

With the remain

ing strands make three rows of square-knots.
Now select the twenty center strands on each side of the bag and make five
spirals of six knots each.

With the next eight strands on each side of the spirals

mAke three rows of square-knots.

With the next twenty strands on each side of

the square-knots make five spirals of six knots each.

With the remaining strands

make Ulree rows of square-knots.
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Then select the twenty-four center strands on each side of the bag and make
six spirals of six knots each.

With the next fo'Ur strands on each side of these

spirals make a fiat of three square-knots.

With the next twenty-four strands on

each side of this fiat make six spirals of six knots each.

With the remaining

strands make three rows of square-knots.
Now select the twenty center strands on eaeh sidt1 of the bag and make five
spirals of six knots each. With the next eight strands on each side of these spirals
make three rows of square-knots.

With the next twenty strands on each side of

these square-knots make five spirals of six kntots each.

With the remaining

strands make three rows of square-knots.
Then select the .sixteen center strands on e��h side of the bag and make four
spirals of six knots each.

With the next twelve strands on each side of these

spirals make three rows of square-knots.

With the next sixteen strands on each

side of these square-knots make four spirals of six knots each.

With the

remaining strands make three rows �f square-knots.
Now select the twelve center strands on eac:b. side of the bag and make three
spirals of six knots each.

With the next sixtelm strands on each side of these

spirals make three rows of square-knots.

With the next twelve strands on each

side of theae square-knots make three spirals of s:ix knots each.

With the remain

ing strands make three rows of square-knots.
Now make three rows of spirals all the way around the bag.

Then make two

rows of square-knots all the way around the ba€�·
Now turn the bag inside out.

Starting at the left, select the equal strands

on each side of the bag and make a row of square-knots across the bottom, each
time using the next strand on each side.

This jioins both sides of the bag.

;Now

select the outside strand on one side, and, slanting it to the opposi
te side, form

two half-hitches with each strand across the bot:tom of the bag.

Then select the

· outside strand on the opposite side of the squar1e-knots and form another row of
half-hitches.

(Be sure to draw the half-hitches up taut.)

Cut these strands off

completing the pocketbook.

"THE NEW MEXICO"
Material required: One pair Celluloid Hand Bag Rings and
four balls of No. 1 D. IlL C. Cordonnet or two spools Silk DeLuxe.

Note : The illustrations shown were made by using twenty-eight double strands
on each ring.

Later experiments prove 1that forty double strands on each

ring give a better proportioned bag.

Cut eighty strands fifty inches long. Doublle and loop forty strands on each
ring (see illustration 17). Pair off the strands on each ring in fours and start
at the left to make square-knots across, using s.trands Nos. 1, 2, 3 and 4 in the
first row, and strands Nos. 3, 4, 5 and 6 in the second row. After making two
rows of square-knots on each handle, make spirals about one and one-half inches

long (see illustration

18).

The strands on each handle are now ready to be worked together

(see illwr
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"THE NEW MlllXICO"

Jllustrat!lon No. 17

tration

19).

muatratton No.

18

This is done by selecting the last two strands on ea.eh side of each

handle and forming a square knot (see illustration

19).

Now space about three-eighths of an inch and make a row of square-knots
around the bag.

Space and alternate your square-knots until you have six rows

of square-knots around the bag.

Then spa<�� about three-eighths of an inch and

make another row of spirals about one inch long.

Again space three-eighths of.
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lllustration No. 19

an inch and alternate until you have eight more rows of square-knots.

Now

make three more rows of square-knots, spacing the first row about one-fourth of
an inch, the second row about one-eighth and the third row about one-sixteenth
of an inch.

After this is done, turn the bag inside out and join both sides of the bag
at the bottom by the same method described in the last paragraph of ' ' The
Florida ' ' instructions.

How to Add the Tassels
Insert two double strands on the outside strands on each side of the bag
just below the first row of spirals.
one-half inch long.

With these four strands work a flat about

Make the tassel by the same method described under ' ' How

To Make The Tassel" of "The Mississippi" instruction.<..

"THE MISSISSIPPI"
Material reQuired: Ten
or

l<'ive spools Pee Cee

halls

This bag is started from the flap.
long.

C.
Silk

of No. 1 D. M.

cable cord or Ideal

Cordon net
cable cord.

To start the flap, cut six strands ten feet

Double two of these strands and hang them over two small nails or SQme

thing similar (see illustration 20).

With the two inside strands as a center make

a square-knot with the two outside strands (see illustration 20).

With a small

nail or as per illustration add a double strand on each side below the square
knot just made (see illustration 21).

With the inside strand of the double

strand just added and the adjoining strand, make a square-knot on each side
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,see

illustration 2 1 ) .

This completes the second row

of

square-knots.

.After

adding the double strand on each side, pull down the second strand from the
outside on each side (see illustration 23).

Do this every time

a

double strand

side for the third row. With these
�trands make ten more rows of square-knots, starting with . strands numbers
:3. 4, 5 and 6 for one row; and strands numbers 1, 2, 3 and 4 for the next row.
This forms the tongue of the flap.
.After completing the tongue of the flap, add a double strand to each side,
l'Utting these additional strands 9 feet 2 inches long. Continue to add a double ·
strand on each side of each succeeding row of square knots until there are 100
is added.

Add a double strand on each

-

working strands in;

all.

row of square-knots, select the four center
make a spiral of six knots. Make three rows of square knots on each
spiral, not forgetting to add a double strand to each side of each row

After completing the sixteenth
st1·ands and

side

of the

Jf square-knots.

-

Select the eight center strands and make two spirals of six

111ustration No. 20

Illustration No. 21

Illustration No. 23

T1111stmtlon 1-'o. 22

Dlustratlon No. �4
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side of these spirals.
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Make three rows of square-knots on each

Add another spiral for every three rows of square-knots

by picking up two additional strands on each side and making a spiral with
each four strands.
made.

Continue this method ·until seven rows of spirals have been

When finishing the seventh row of spirals there should be one hundred

strands across.

Make two more rows of square-knots after the spirals.

Now select the outside strand on one side and holding it to the opposite side,
form two half-hitches with each strand all the way across.

After completing the

first row of half-hitches select the outside strand on the opposite side and form
a second row of half-hitches.

Now make two rows of square-knots across.

With the eight strands on each side make three rows of square-lmots.

Start

ing with the next four strands make a row of spirals of six knots each.

Then

make another row of square-knots.
Work spirals down each side of the bag each time starting with strands
numbers

9.

10, 11 and 12, from each side.

Work three rows of square-knots on

each side of these spirals, and a row of square-knots between each row of spirals,

all the way down the bag.

Make three rows of square-knots on each side of each

spiral of six knots throughout the bag.

(The three rows of square-knots does not

include the row of square-knots between each row of spirals).
After making four rows of square-knots from the row of spirals at the top,
count from the right and select strands numbers 23, 24, 25 and 26 and make a
Make two spirals in the next row by picking up two addi

spiral of six knots.

tional strands on each side of the strands from the first spiral and making two
spirals of six knots with each four strands.

'l'be one spiral in the third row is

made with the four center strands of the eight strands from the last two spirals.
After making three rows of square-knots from the spirals at the top seloot
the four center strands and make a spiral of six knots.

Make two spirals in

the next row by picking up two additional strands on eac.h. side of the strands
from the first spiral and making two spirals of six knots each with each four
strands.

Make four more rows of spirals, one on each side, going two strands

further to each side for each row of spirals.
between the spirals in the third row.

Make a flat of three square-knots

After making the sixth row of spirals,

make two additional spirals on the outside of each spiral.

Make six more rows

of spirals, one spiral on each side, directly underneath the outside spiral of the
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three spirals just made, making a row of square-knots between each row of
spirals. After making the spirals in the last row make two additional spirals
on each side toward the center. Make five more rows of spirals, one on each side.
Go two strands further to the center on each side for each row of spirals.
After completing the twenty-third row of square-knots counting from the
row of spirals at the top, select the four center strands and make a spiral of
six knots, then a row of square-knots and then another spiral directly under
neath the first one. Now pick up six additional strands on each side of the
strands from the last spiral and make spirals with each four strands. This makes
four spirals in this row. Again select the four center strands and make a spiral
of six knots, then another row of square-knots and then another spiral directly
underneath the last spiral.
After completing fifty-one rows of square-knots counting from the row of
spirals at the top, select strands numbers 23, 24, 25 and 26 from the left and
make a spiral of six knots. Make two spirals in the next row picking UP. two
strands on each side of the strands from the first spiral, making a spiral with
each four strands. Make another spiral in the third row directly underneath
the spiral in the first row.
After completing the last spiral in the center at the bottom, make a row of
square-knots across. Then make a row of spirals across, starting with strands
numbers 9, 10, 11 and 12 from each side. Make two more rows of square-knots
across the bottom.

Adding Double Carrick Bends
Counting down three rows of square-knots from the row of spirals at the
top, and counting over thirty-two strands from the left, insert two double strands
twelve · inches long in the bag and make a fiat about three and one-half inches

llluslr�lion No. ��
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Counting down fifteen rows of square-knots from the

row of spirals at the top an<l counting over fou rt een strands from the left, insert
two more double strands twelw indtes long and make a not her fi<Jt t h ree and one
·with these two fiats form a double carriek bend (see illust ra 

half inches long.
tions 26 and 2 7 ) .

Counting dmn1 one row of square-knots and eig-ht strands

to the right of where t h e flats

wer(' started,

through t h e hag, tying- thr11t inside.
Cou11ting up

fout· ro\\·:,; of' '"lii<I I'C-knots

mustratlon No. 31

lllu�tmlivu No. 3·1

insert tltr loose strands l'rotu

the

t!als

from the row ul' ,.;pir;ds ;rt the bottom,

lllu:stmtion Ko.
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and counting .()ver thirty-two strands from the :right, insert two double strands
twelve inches long and make a flat three and one:-half inches long. Counting up
fourteen rows <>f square-knots from the row of spirals at the bottom and over
fourteen strands from the right, insert two doubl'e strands twelve inches long and
make another flat three and one-half inches lon1�. With these two flats form a
double carrick bend (see illustrations 26 and 27). Counting up <>ne row of
square-knots and over eight strands to the left from where the flats were started,
insert the loose strands from the fiat through the bag, tying them inside. This
completes one side of the bag.
The Opposite Side

Cut :fifty strands seven feet long, double them and hang them on a thin wire
or a thin piece of cord (see illustration 24). Pair the strands off in four's and
make square-knots across with each four strands (see illustration 24). Start
ing with strands numbers 3, 4, 5 and 6 make a se,�ond row of square-knots across.
Make twenty-two more rows of square-knots.
To make the "U", count from the left and :select strands numbers 9, 10, 11
and 12 and strands numbers 29, 30, 31 and 32 and make spirals of six knots
each with each four strands. Make three rows of square-knots for every spiral
of six knots made throughout the bag. (This does not include the row of square
knots between each row of spirals). Make foutr more rows of spirals of two
spirals each, each additional spiral coming directly underneath each of the first
spirals made. Make a row of square-knots between each row of spirals. Make
four spirals between the two spirals in the last row.
To make the "S", count from the right and select strands numbers 9, 10, 11
and 12 and make a row of six spirals of six kno1ts each. Make a row of square
knots between each row of spirals. Make one spiral directly underneath the
inside spiral of the first row of spirals. Then make another row of six spirals,
the same as the first row. Make another spiral directly underneath the outside
spiral in the row just completed. Make another row of six spirals the same as
the first and third rows. Now make two rows of square-knots all the way across.
To make the "N", select the sixteen center strands and with the four
strands on each side of these make spirals of si:x:. knots each. Make four more
rows <>f spirals on each side directly underneath each of the spirals just made.
Make a row of square-knots between each of these: rows of spirals. When making
the second row of spirals make an additional spiral with the next four strands
toward the center from the left side. When making the third row of spirals
make an additional spiral with the four center strands. When making the fourth
row, make an additional spiral with the next four strands toward the center from
the right side.
After making six rows of square-knots below the last row of spirals of the
"U" and the " S ", count from each side and select strands numbers a:l, 24, 25
and 26 and make a spiral of six knots. Make two spirals in the next row by
picking up two strands on; each side of the strands from the first spiral, making
www.antiquepatternlibrary.org
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a spiral with each four strands. Make three spirals in the next row by picking
up two strands on each side of the strands from the last spirals and making a
spiral with each four strands. Make two spiirals in the next row by dropping
two strands on each side from the strands in the last row of spirals, making a
spiral with each four strands. Make one spira.l in the next row, by dropping two
strands on each side from the strands in the last row of spirals. Now make five
rows of square-knots all the way across.
Adding the Double Carrick Bend

Counting down twenty-four rows of square-knots from the top and over
forty strands from the right, insert two doutble strands twelve inches long in
the bag (see illustration 25) and make a flat about three and one-half inches
long. Counting down twenty-four rows of sq[uare-knots from the top and over
forty strands from the left, insert two double strands twelve inches long in the
bag and make another flat about three and one-hal£ inches long. With these
two flats form a double carrick bend (see illustrations 26 and 27). Counting
down four rows of square-knots on each side from where the flats were started,
insert the loose strands from the flats through the bag, tying them inside. This
completes the second hal£ of the bag.
The

�wo "hle:s

Ul'C

joined

tog-ether uy the ::;ll.we method as described for

the

joining of the two sides of the "IDAH 0 " ( s:ee illustration 28), by inserting a
double strand at the top on each side, and making two square-knots between each
insertion all the way down (see illustration 2H).

How to Make the !Handle

Cut sixteen strands five feet long.
pair

middle of these strands
each four strands (see
30).
Make a second row of square-knots starting with strands
4, 5 and 6, joining the strands together all the way around (see

them off in four's and

illustration

numbers

3,

Illustration No. 37
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illustration 30). This starts a round handle with the sixteen strands. Make
twenty more rows of square-knots (see illustration 31). Now select an outside
strand on each side and with these two strands make a spiral one inch long
around the remaining strands (see illustration 32). After completing the spiral,
pair the strands off in four's and make a flat one inch long with each four
strands.
Now select two outside strands from each flat and with the two adjoining
strands from the next flat make spirals one inch long with each four strands.
After completing the spirals make ten rows of square-knots, reversing every other
row. This makes a square with the sixteen st rands.
Now make four rows of square-knots out flat. Do not connect the strands
on one side ( see illustration 33).
Starting at the left of these strands select every other strand and insert it
in through the fourth row of square-knots from the top of the bag and out again
through the fifth row (see illustration 34). Pull these strands down taut and,
using all sixteen strands from the handle, make a row of square-knots starting
with the first four strands at the left (see illustration 3 5 ) . Make three more rows
of square knots, dropping two strands from each side of each row.
Now select the outside strand on the left and, slanting it to the right, form
two half-hitches with each of the next seven strands, bringing the outside strand
to the center. Again select the outside strand and, slanting it to the right, form
a second row of half-hitches with the next six strands. By the same method
-

bring the two outside strands on the right to the center by slanting them to the
left and forming two rows of half-llitches (see illustration 30). With the four
strands from the two rows of half hitches on each side make a flat about one
half inch long. Insert the remaining strands thro ugh the bag and tie them iu
side ; then cut them off. (These strands may be half-hitched inside if preferred. )
-

H ow to

Make the Tassel

Cut twenty strands eight inches long.

Illustration No. 40
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the center of these new strands and let the new strands fall down over the knot
(IItle illustration 37).
Cut eight strands eighteen inches long. Start in the middle of these ei6{ht
strands and make a square-knot with the four center strands (see illustration
38). Make two square-knots in the second row, using the four outside strands
on each side (see illustration 38). Loop these eight strands around the flat of
the tassel bringing four strands on each side of the flat (see illustration 39).
With the four center strands of the eight strands just brought around the fiat
make a square-knot. This joins the eight strands around the flat (see illustra
tion 39). Let the strands from each side fall down over the tassel, making
sixteen working strands instead of eight. With these sixteen strands make
five rows of square-knots around the tassel (see illustration �).
Now select one of the outside strands and form four half-hitches around the
remaining strands just below the last row of square-knots (see illustration 41).
Bring this strand to the center and tie a knot with it and one of the center
strands from the tassel, letting all the strands fall down over the knot. By tho
same method described above make the other half of the handle, joining it to
the bag on the opposite side, and making a tassel.
To Join Both Side. at the Bottom
from both sides of the bag and with

Separate oixtec;n stra.nd:s on each side

the outside strand on one side form five half-hitches around the remaining

strands just below the last row of square-knots (see illustration 41). Bring
this t:�trand to the center and tie a knot with it and one of the center strands
from the tassel, letting all the strands fall down over the knot. Pair the
remaining strands off in groups of twenty-four (twelve from each side of the
bag) and by the method just described, form five half-hitches around each group.
The tassels and the fringe may be cut off the desired length, completing
the bag.

IUuatratlon No. 42
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How to Make the Square-Knot Handbag
"ILLINOIS"
four

l\Intcl'ial

Celluloid Handhag Rings auu
P('C Cce Cable Cord, 4 ;;pools of Ideal Silk C'ahll) Curd.
4 �<J>Ool� �ilk n,• Luxe or 8 halls No. 1 D. l\1. C.
Hcquired:

One Pair

spools or

< 'ul one hu mhe<l rout· stmmls eight alHl one third feet long.

and loop fifty two stt·atHls on each 1·iug.
w i t h the I'!J·ands on each ring.

Divide the strands into

�t arting w i t h the first set nt the left

stJ·andl'.

l >ouble

l\Iake two rows of squ:ue knots

select

sets of

eight

the first !iti·and 011

1 he l e ft an•l sla.nt it diagonally to the right and make two half hi tdw::;
<li'OlllHl

'fhen seleet thP.

it with each of the three strands to the right.

til·st st 1·and on the right and slant it diagonally to the left and make two
half hi tdtes around i t with each of the seven strands to the left.

When

1·caching the second strand from the outside on either side cast i t aside
nncl make two half hitches with the outside stran d ; then make t w o hal f
llitches with the second strand.

Now select the fourth strand from t h e

t·ight nn1l slant it diagonally to the l'ight making two half hitches ai·omHl
it with ea<'ll o[ the three strands to the l'ight.

B�' the method deserihed

above rontinue until fhe eomplete diamonds a 1·e made with each of the
1 wo outside ·sets of stran(ls on each side on both

l

1·ings

and u n t il

l'olll·

(·omplcte diamonds arc made with each ol' t tw t·cnmi ni ��� �ct :-:.

Bf J·r.t <.: h an indepen<lent. st t·a1Hl out taut j u s t. helow the last din 1 11 1 1 1t c l
in <.·ach set of strands f1·om eath l'ing. Sl n t·t i ng at the left n1ake t wo ha l f

hitches al'onnd the i ndependent. stt·an<l w i t h each of the stra111ls I' I·o1n
PU<.:h set.
Aftct· c·ompleting the

I'OW

of hall' hitches on eaeh si<le t i < ' I he i n ·

df'penden f sl l·fm ds t oget her which connect the stt·ands fi'Om both 1·i ngs.
(Pat•.

.

\ ) Starting at the left select the four strands on the t·ighl

of the first set of st 1·n.nds and the next four strands to the ri ght.

Selec·t·

the six eenle1· stt·atHh: or these eight and make a squm·e·knot arou JHl tlwm
with t h e outside strand on each side.
1

l ';ll·.

1 l 'a 1·.

I:)

Select the fit-st. stJ·aJHl to t h e J·igh t o f the squm·e·hot

.\ ) . and sla n t it diagonally to the right making two half hi t <: IH •s

ai·oillld

i t with the next strand on the 1·ight.

l r i t l'hes to the t·ight.

�qnm·e kn ot

'l'his is the fin;t row or hall'

'fhen select the fifth s tJ ·n nd

to

the J'ight of' the

I l 'at·. A ) , and slant it diagonal l y to the J·ight making two

half h i t ches n1·onnd it with the next strand on the t·ight .
>"f'L·o nd

t·ow

of

hnlf·hitthes to the r.i ght.

'l'his is the

(See i 1 1us h·a t ion T ) .

'!'hen

"(•lett t he rou l' t h strand to the right of tl1e square-lmot ( l'a1·. A ) , and
.-'l:tnt i t diagonally to the left making two half·hitches al'ound it with each

, , r t l11: t ll l·l'('
r1 ' "

..

s t t·ands

to the left.

r lialr-llilclrc:; to lite ldt..

( See illustration 7 ) .
Now !-;Cicl'l I he stt·aJHI

'!'his is the fit·st
fi'OIII

the li i·st

I'O\\'

' · f half-hitches to tile right and slant i t diagonally to the right making
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ILLINOIS"

two half-hitches around it with the uext strand on the right.

( See ill us·
tration 7 ) . Then select the eighth strand to the right of the square-knot
( Par. A ) , and slant i t diagonally to the left making two half-hitches
around it with each of the five strands to the left. ( See illust t·ation 7 ) .
This is the second row of half-hitches to the left.
By the method desc1·iued in Par. A & B continue around the ba�.
( Par. C) Select the strand fl'om the row of half-hitches to the left
( Par. fl), and slant it diagonally to the left making two half-hitches
of half-hitches to the left. 'fhen select the next strand to the l"ight and
slant it diagonally to the left making two half-hitches around it with
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each of the five strands to the left. ( See i1lustration 8 ) . This is the
second row of baH-hitches to the left. Now select the next two strands
to the right and by the same 1uethod described in making the first and
second row of half-hit<:lle:-; to the left make the thiru and fourth row of
half-hitches to the left. (See illustration 8 ) . '!'hen select the strand,
from the second row of half-hitches to the right ( Par. B ) , and slant it
diagonally to the right making two half-hitches around it with each
of the five strands to the right. This is the fourth row of half-hitches to
the right. Now select the next three strands to the left and slant each of
them diagonally to the right making two half-hitches around each of them
with each of the five strands to the right. These form the third, second,
and first row of half-hitches to the right respectively.
By the method described in Par. C continue around the bag, each
time selecting the same strands from the first and second row of half
hitches to the left and the first and second row of half-hitches to the
right ( Par. B ) .
(Par. D ) Select the eight strands between the four rows of half
hitches to the left and the four rows of half-hitches to the right. Of these
select the six center strands and make a square-knot around them with
the outside strand on each side. Do not draw the square-knot up tightly.
( Par. E ) Select the st1•and fl'om the second row o f half-hitches to
the left (Par. C ) , and slant it diagonally to the left making two half·
hitches around it with each of the four strands to the left. Then select
the strand from the third row of half-hitches to the right (Par. C), and
slant it diagonally to the right making two half-hitches around it with the
strand on the right. Now select the strand from the first row of half
hitches to the right (Par. C ) , and slant it diagonally to the right making
two half-hitches around it with the strand on the right. Then select the
strand from the fourth row of half-bitches to the left (Par. C ) , and slant
it diagonally to the left making two half-bitches around it with each of
the four strands to the left. ( See illustration 8 ) .
By the same method described in (Par. E ) , contiuue around the bag
each time selecting the same strands from (Par. C ) .
By the same method described in ( Pa1·s. C, D, & E ) , continue until
the bag is the desired length. Then make a row of half-hitches across
the bottom of the bag on each side.
Turn the bag inside out and tie the strands together from each side.
Cut four strands twelve inches long and insert one strand on each
side, just above the row of half-hitches at the top. With the two strands
on each side make a spiral about one half inch long. The tassels are made
by the same method described in making the tassels of the Mississippi.
See illustrations 38 to 41.
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How to Make Square-Knot Handbag
"THE RHODE ISLAND"
Material required:

8

balls No.

1

Four spools Pee Cee Cable Cord,
D.M.C.

or 4 spools

4

spools Ideal Silk Cahle Co•·d,

Silk De Luxe and twenty-four pearl rings.

Cut ninety-six strands two and one half yards long.

Use tweh·e 1·ings

to each side of the bag. Loop four double strands on each l'ing. Djvide
t'he strands on each ring into sets of four. Selecting the outside strand
on the right of each set and slant it diagonally to the left and then
diagonally to the right, making two half-hitches around it with each
of the other three strand-s each time across.

It first becomes the outside

strand one side then the outside strand on the other side.

Continue with
the same strand until completing six rows of half-hitches to the left and

five rows to the right with each set of strands.
Insert a cord through all the rings on both sides tying each end
something
solid stret ch ing it tightly.
to
Stretch an independent strand out taut just below the Jast row of
half-hitches from each set of strand·s Starting at the left make two half·
.

hitches around the independent strand with each of the strands from each
set.

Then each end of the independent strand together connecting the

strands from all the rings.
(Par.

A)

Divide the strands off into sets of twelve.

Select the two

center strands of each set and make a square-knot around them with the
strand on each side.

Then select the outside strand on each side of each

set and slant them diagonally to the center, making two half-hitches
around each of them with each of the five strands towards the center.
Again select the outside strand on each side and slant them diagonally to
the center making two half-hitches around each of them with each of the
four strands towards the center.
hitches on each side.

These form the second row of half

Select the strand from the first row of half-hitches

on each side and make a square-knot around them with the strand from
the second row on each side.

Select the outside strand on each side of

each set of twelve strands and make a square-knot around them with the
second strand from the outside of each set.
Now select the two center strands of each set of strands and slant
the strand on the left diagonally to the left and the strand on the right
diagonally to the right making two half-hitches around each of them with
the five strands towards the outside. Again select the two center strands
and slant the strand on the left diagonally to the left, and the strand on
right diagonally to the right making two half-hitches around each of them
"ith each of the five strands towards the outside.

Then select the two

center strands of each set and make a square-knot around them with the
(61]
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.strand on each side. Space the square-knot about one-eighth of an inch
below the rows of half-hitches on each side. Stretch another independent
strand out taut just below the rows of half-hitches from each set of twelve
strands and make two half-bitches around it with each of the strands
from each set.
(Par. B) Divide the stl·ands off into sets of sixteen. Select the
eight center strands of each set and make a square-knot with each four
strands. Space the square-knots about one-sixteenth inch from the row of
half-hitches. Now select the four center strands and make a square-knot
just below the last two square-knots. Select the outside strand on each
side of each set and slant them diagonally to the center making two half
hitches around each of them with each of the seven strands towards the
center. Make two more rows of half-hitches on each ·side each time
selecting the outside strand on each side, and slanting it diagonally to
the center, making two half-hitches around each of them with each of the
seven strands towards the center. Select the ·strand from the last row
of half-hitches on each side and make a flat of five square-knots around
them with the strand on each side. Select the two center strands from the
flat and carry them up over and down back of the square-knots. Hold
the strand on each side in front of the square-knots from the flat, making
a square with them around the two center strands from the flat. This
is the F bar, and very similar to the G bar. ( See illustrations 4, 5 & 6 ) .
(Par. C ) Select the four center strands between each F Bar and
make a square-knot spacing it about one-eighth inch below the half
hitches. Make two more rows of square-knots picking up two more
strands on each side of each row. Space the outside .square-knots on each
side about one-eighth inch below from the row of half-hitches. Now make
two more rows of square-knots, d.I·opping two strands from each side of
each row.
,
, � �� iJ(Il
(Par. D) Select the two center strands from the F Bar and slant
the one on the left diagonally to the left and the one on the right diagon
ally to the right and make two half-hitches around each of them with each
of the seven strands towards the outside on each side. Space the rows
of half-hitches about one-eighth inch from the square-knots on each side.
Make two more rows of half-hitches on each side each time slanting the
inside strand on each side diagonally toward the outside and making two
half-hitches around each of them with each of the seven strands towards
the outside. An F Bar is formed at the point of each three rows of half
bitches coming together. Five rows of square-knots are made with the
strands between each F Bar by the method described in Par. C.
Continue by the method described in Par. D until completing four
rows of F Bars around the bag. Then bring three rows of half-hitches
to a point between each F Bar, as above, but do not make the F Bar at
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Make two rows of square-knots with

0 .

.3

the eight center

stl·ands between the rows of half-hitches.
Stretch another independent strand just below the last row of half
hHches of each set of strand's and make two half-hitches around it with
each of the strands.
Repeat Par. A.
Start at the left and by the same method described in Par. R make
three

l'OWS

of half-hitches to the center with each set of sixteen strands.

Do not make an F Bar, but tie one square-knot instead.

Select the

strands between the fi1·st and second points from the left, between the
third and fourth points, and between the fifth and sixth points on each
side of the bag and by the method described in Par. C. make five rows of
square-knots.

Bring three tows of half-hitches to a point on eaeh side of

the fi\·e rows of square-knots.
Select four strands from each point at the bottom on each side and
make a flat of five squaJ•e-knots with each four strands.
Turn the bag inside out.

Select the same strand from each side or

the bag down each side of each point tying them together.
Cut forty-eight strands about six inches long.

Select the strands

from the flats on each side of the bag from each point and tie tllem aroun<1
the middle of the forty-eight strands.

Select one of the outside strands

and make four hal f-hitches a1·ound the l'emaining strandR, jnst below
\\'here thP.y Rl'fl tiP.rl Rl'OlllHl the middle.

( See m nstration 4 1 . )

The draw cords a1·e cable laid as explained on page

32.

GET THE RIGHT CORD!
'£he beauty or your finished work depends as much on the proper
choice of the matel'ials to be used as upon the careful execution of the
design.
To get the hest resu 1 t�-"Get '£he R.igh t. C01·d !"
Square Knot Headquat·tet·s publishes a little catalogue-Booklet "B''
-which covet'S its eomplete line of Rquare Knot Materials and states the
kind of work fol' whi<:h ead1 COJ'fl is best adapted.
Hooldet "B'' contains prices and illust1·a tions of all of the P. C.
Hen\'ig Co. Squat·e Knot Cords,

Instruction Books, Hand Bag Ring:,;

and Frames, 1\fetal and Pearl Buckles, etc.
Write for your copy NOW.

A pol't card will bring it.

The ntrions angles of Square-Knotting are explained in a simple
undel'l:ltandable way in Part No. 1.
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"THE BUlTERFLY"
Out one hundred and eight strands seven f eet long. Use eighteen
l'ings for each side of the bag, looping three double strands on each
l'ing. With the strands o n each ring start at the left and make a square
knot with the first four strands. Select the outside strand on the right
and with the second strand form a half-hitch around this strand (see
ill us trat.ion 48). Then .start at the left, selecting the outside strand
and with the second strand make a half-hitch around this strand (see
illustration 46 ) . With the next four strands on the right make a square
knot (see illustration 47 ) . Continue by this method, making fourteen
rows of square-knots o n each ring. The strands from each ring are now
1·eady to be worked together.
Start with the strands on the ring at the left and ·select the two
strands o n the right and the two adjoining strands on the second ring,
making a square-knot with these four strands. With the next four
strands on the second ring make another square-knot. With the next
foUl' strands o n the third ring make another square-knot. With the
next two strands on the third ring and the two adjoining strands on the
fourth ring make another square-knot. By this method continue all the
way around the bag, each time using the next four strands.
Now begin at the left, selecting the two inside strands from the
li1·�t �'1nare-knot. and the two adjoining strands from the next square
knot and make a square-knot with these four strands. By this method
continue all the way around the bag, each time using the next four
s trn uds. This connects the strands from all the rings.
Both sides of this bag are exactly the same.
Select the four center strands on one side of the bag and make a
spiral of six knots. With the next eight strands on each side of this
spiral make three rows of square-knots. With the next four strands on
each side of these square-knots make a spiral of six knots. With the next
eight strands on each side of the spirals make three rows of square-knots.
Continue by this method all the way around the bag, making .first a
spil·al four strands and then three rows of square-knots with eight strand·s.
Now select the eight center strands on each side of the bag and make
l wo spirals of six knots each. With the next four strands on each side
of the spirals make a flat of three square-knots. With the next eight
strands on each side of the flat make two more spirals of six knots each.
With the next four strands on each side of the spirals make another flat
of three square-knots. Continue by this method all the way around the
bag, making first two spirals with eight strands, and then a flat with four
strands. 1\Iake twg more rows of square-knots around the bag.
Now select the sixteen center strands on each side of the bag and
make seven rows of square-knots. With the next four strands o n each
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side of these square-knots make a flat about three inches long.

With the

next twenty strands on each ·side of these flats make seven rows of square
knots.

With

the

next four strands on each side of these square-knots

"THE BUTTERFJI..Y"

make a flat about two and one-half inches long.

With the next

strands on each side of these flats make seven rows of sqnare-knots.

eight
With
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the next four strands on each side of these square-knots make a flat about
two and one-half inches long.

With the remaining strands make seven

rows of square-knots.
With the first two flats made on each side
(see illustrations 26 and 27 ) .

fo•·m

a

(louhle cani<:k bend

With the two fla1:s ou each �ide of these

flats form another double canick bend with each two flats.

:Make a row

of square-knots around the bag, picking up the strand�:; from the double
carrick bends by ·selecting the two outside and the two inside strands
from each flat of the

double

earrick bends.

\\'ith these strands and the

two adjoining strands on each side make a square-knot with each four
strands.

Then make another row of square-knots around the bag, fol

lowed by a row of spirals of six knots each.
Select the eight center strands on each side of the bag and make
th1·ee rows of square-knots.

With the next sixteen strands on each side of

these square-knots make four spirals of six knots each.

With the next

twelve strands on each side of these spirals make three rows of square
knots.

With the next twelve strands on each side of these square-knotf-;

make three spirals of six knots each.

With the remaining strands make

three rows of square-knots.

Tllustration No. 46

Tllustration No. 47

Illustration No. 48

Now select the twelve center strands on each side of the bag and
make three rows of square-knots.

With the next eight strands on each

side of these square-knots make two spirals of six knots each.

With

the next sixteen strands on each side of these spirals make three rows
of square-knots.

With the next twelve strands on each side of these
[66]
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square-knots make three spirals of six knots each.

With the remaining

strands make three rows of square-knots.
Now select the sixty center strands on each side of the bag and make
two rows of square-knots.
of these square-knots.

Then select the next two strands on each side

With the first strand form six half-hitches around

the second strand (see illustration 42).

With the next twelve strands on

each side of these two strands make tlnee spil·als of six knots each.

With

the remaining strands make three rows of square-knots.
Now select the sixty-four center strands on each side of the bag and
make one row of square-knots.

Then select the sixty center strands on

each side of the bag and make three more rows of square-knots.

With

the next twelve strands on each side of these square-knots make three
spirals of six knots each.

With the remaining strands make three rows

of square-knots.
Again select the sixty center strands on each side of the bag and
make two more rows of square-knots.
on each side of these square-knots.

Then select the next two strands

With the :first strand form six half

hitches around the second stl·and (see illustration 42).

With the twelve

strands on each side of these two strands make three spirals of six knots
each.

With the remaining strands make three rows of square-knots.

Now select the sixty-four center strands on each side of the bag and
make one row of square-knots.

Again select the sixty center strands on

each side of the bag and make three rows of square-knots. With the
next twelve strands on each side of these squal'e-kriots make three spirals
of six knots each.

With the l'emaining strands make three rows of

>'quare-knots.
Now select the forty center st1·ands on each side of tlle bag and make
three rows of square-knots.

With the next twenty-four strands on each

side of these square-knots make six spirals of six knots each.

With the

remaining strands make three rows of square-knots.
Then select the fifty-two strands on eaclr side of the bag and make
three rows of square-knots.

'Vith the next sixteen strands on each side

of these square-knots make four spirals of six knots each.

With the

remaining strands make three rows of square-knots.
Now select the forty-eight center strands on each side of the bag
and make three more rows of square-knots.

With the next twenty strands

on each siae of these square-knots make five spirals of six knots each.
With the remaining strands make three rows of square-knots.
Then select the forty-four center strands on each side of the bag and
make one row of equnrc-knote.

vYith the twenty atro.nda on cuch aide

of these square-knots make five spirals of six knots each.

With the

remaining strands make three rows of square-knots.

�ow select the eigh t center strands on each
[67]
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With the next four strands on each side of
these squue-knots make a spiral of six knots each. With the next four
teen s trands on each side of the spiral make two rows of square-knots.
Counting to each side from the center on each side of the bag, select
:-- l rands Nos. 9, 10, l l and 12, an d make a spiral of six knots with each
four strands. Wilh the 11ext eight strands on each ·side of these spirals
HHtke three rows of square-knots. 'Vith the next t wenf·y-fom· :strands on
each side of these squa1·e-knots make -six svil·ah; of six: knots each. With
the remaining strands make three rows of ��� ua1·e-lmots.
�ow select the twelve center st1·ancls on each side of the bag ami
Jllltke two rows of sq narc-knots. 1'heu make a row of spirals all the way
a1·otmd the bag and follow this with live rows of square-knots.
After com pl eting the last row of square-k nots divide the st1·ands from
each side of the bag into foutteen sets. With an outside strand on each
side of each set of strands make two square-knots around the J·emaining
strands ( see illustration 45). Th is connects both sides of the !Jag.
The Draw-Cord is made by the same metllod descl'ibed in making the
draw-cord for the "Idaho."
Cut the strands off the desired length, completing the bag.
t hrcc ruw::; uf ::;quat·e-knot:s.

"THE TEXAS"
Cul on e hu nd red and twelve strands six and one-half feet long. Use
fourteen rings for each side of the bag, looping four double strands on
each ring. Pair the s trands on each ring off in four's and make a square
knot with each four strands. After completing the fi rst row of square
knots, select the outside strand on each side and with the second strand
form a half-hitch around the first strand (see illustration 48). With the
four center strands make a square-knot. The third row is made the same
a s the first l'OW; the fourth I'Ow is the same as the second. By tllis
llletbod make twelve rows of square-knot-s on each ring. Tile strands from
Pach 1·ing are now 1·eady to be joined together.
J :oth sides of th is bag are exactly the same.
Stal'ting with the stJ·ands on the ring at the left, select the two
st'J·auds on the l'ight of this ring; with these two strands and the two
adjoin.ing strands on the second ring make a square-knot. By this metllod
con tinue aU
the way around the bag, each time using the next four
strands. This conn ec ts the strands from each ring. Now make another
1·ow of square-knots all the way around the bag.

'l'hen make a 1·ow of spirals of six knots each around the bag. Now
select the eigh t centet· !';tJ·ands on each side of the bag and make two
spirals of six: knots each. With the next eight stt·ands on each side of
these spirals make three rows of square-knots. With the next eight
stmnds on each side of these square-knots, make two spirals of six knots
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each. By this method continue all the way around the bag, making first
three rows of square-knots with eight strands and then two spirals of six
knots each with the next eight strands. Then make three rows of square
knots around the bag.
Again selecting the eight center strands on each side of the bag
make two spirals of six knots each. With lthe next eight strands on each
side of these spirals make three rows of square-knots. With the next eight
strands on each side of these sqnare-knot.s make two spirals of six knots
each. By this method continue all the way around the bag, making first
three rows of square-knots with eight stt·ands and then two spirals of six
knots each with the next eight RtJ·:nlflR. Now make two more rows of
square-knots around the bag.
Then select the twenty center st1·ands on each side of the bag and
make three rows of square-knots. With the next thirty strands on each
side of these square-knots, make ten spirals of six knots each. With
the remaining strands make three rows olf square-knots. Now make a
row of square-knots around the bag.
Again select the twenty center strand1s on each side of the bag and
make three rows of square-knots. With the next thirty st1·ands on each
side of these square-knots make ten spirals of six knots each. With
the remaining strands make three rows of square-knots.
Again select the twenty center strand13 on each side of the bag and
make three rows of square-knots. With the next thirty st1·ands on each
side of these square-knots make ten spirals of six knots each. With the
remaining strands make three rows of square-knots.
Now select the sixty-four center strands on each side of the bag and
make a row of square-knots. With the sixteen strands on each side of
these square-knots make four spil·ah; of six knots each. With the remain
ing strands make three rows of square-knots.
Now select the twelv� center strands on each side of the ba()'
"' and
make nine rows of square-knots. With the next four strands on each
side of these square-knots make a :flat about three inches long. With the
next twenty-two stl·ands ou each side of the lllats make two rows of square
knots. Now begin with the strands on the outside of each of these flats
and make one row of square-knots with the remaining strands.
Again begin with the strands on the outside of each of these flats
and with the first twenty-two strands on each side make three rows
of square-knots. With the next sixteen strands on each side of these
square-knots make four spirals of six knots each. With the remaining
strands make three rows of square-knots. Again begin with the strands
on the outside of each of t hese flats and make a row of square-knots with
the remaining strands.
Agaiu begin with t!Je strands ou the outside of eath of these fiats
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and with tile first twenty-two strands on each side make two rows of
square-knots. With the next sixteen stt·ands on each side of these square
knots make four spirals of six knots eacl1.
make tlu·ee rows of square-knots.

With the remaining strands

Witll the two flats 011 each side of the Lag l'otm a double cardck bend
(see illustrations 26 and :!7). The strands ft·om the double carrick bend
!lte worked into the uag again on the next row of square-knots. Now
sel ect the sixty-four centel' strands on each side of the bag, including the
strands from the double carrick bend, and make a row of square-knots.
Now sele-Ct the twenty center stt·ands on each side of the bag, and
make three rows of square-knots. With the next thirty strands on each
side of these square-knots make ten spit·als of six knots each. With the
remaining strands make three rows of square-knots. Then make another
t·ow of square-knots all the way around the bag.
Again select the twenty center strands on each side of the bag and
make three t·ows of square-knots. With the next thirty strands on each
side of these square-knots make ten sphals of six knots each. With the
remaining strands make three 1·ows of square-knots. Tllen make another
row of square-knots all the way around the bag.
Again select the twenty centet· strands on ea.ch side of the bag and
make three rows of square-knots. With th e remaining strands make a
row of spirals of six kno ts each around the bag. Now make three rows
of square-knots around the bag.
Then -select the four center strands on each side of the bag and make
a spiral of six knots. With the next twenty-four strands on each side
of these spirals make three rows of square-knots.
With the next four
strands o n each side of these squa1·e-knots make a spiral of six knots.
With the next twen ty-four strands on each side of these spirals make
three rows of square-knots. With the next four strands on each side of
these square-knots make a spiral of six knots.
Now select the eight center strands on each l-5ide uf the bag and
make two spirals of six knots each. With the next twenty strands on
each side of these spirals make three t·ows of square-knots. With the
next eight s trands on each side of the�;e squat·e-knots make two sp irals
of six knots each.
With the next twenty strands on each side of these sp iral s make
three rows of square-knots. With the next eight strands on each side
of these square-knots make two spit·als of six knot.s each.
Then select the four center st1·ands on each side of th e bag and make
a spiral of six knots. Select the two stl'auds from each of the two spirals
ju st made and make another spil'al with each of these four strands. Now
select the twelve s trands on each side of each spiral just made and make
se>en rows of square-knots d rop ping two s trands from each side of each
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Pick up the strands from the spirals

square-knots.

Now turn the bag inside out and join the two sides together along
the edges of the seven rows

of

square-knots that were worked lo a point.

This is done by tying a row of square-knots with the strands that were
dropped wl1en working the seven rows of square-knots

to

a point, one

stmnu from each side of the bag being used for each knot.
'fnrn the bug out again running the strantls out at the bottom.
:t

•'Ttn·k's

\Vork

Head" around the set of stl·ands just below the last row of

sq unre-Jmots.
'l'he Draw�Cord is made by the same method as described in making
the draw-cord

for

the "Idaho."

Cut the strands off the desired length, completing the bag.

"THE WYOMING"
C u t one hundl'eu and eight strands seven feet long.

Use nine 1·ings

for eaeh side of the bag, loopil1g six double strands on each ring. Start.i ng;
:1 t the left on each ring, pair the strands off i n four's and make n row o r
Then select the first strand o n each side and with the

square·knots.

�econd strand on each side form a half-hitch around the first stran<l (see
illustration

48) .

With the remaining strands make square-knots across,

each time using the next four strands.

The third row is the same as the

first, the fourth tlle same as the second.

Continue on each ring by this

metbod until fourteen rows of square-knots are completed.

ft·om

each

J·ing

'l'he strands

a1·e now ready to be jolned together all the way around.

Starting at the right, select the two outside strands on the •·ing at
that end an<l with the two adjoining strands on the next ring make a
square-knot.

Continue to make a row of square-knots all the way around

the bag, each time using the next four strands.

Then make two more rows

of square-knots around the bag.
Now make a row of flats of seven sqmu·e-knots each a�·ouud

the

uag.

Relect every other flat and slant it to the right and slant each flat. hetwee11
these to the left.

( Refer to illustration of bag.)

Deginning with

the

two outside strands on one flat aJHl the two ad·

joining stl·ands on the next flat, make a row of square-knots a•·otmd the
Lmg, each time using the next four strands.

Then make

anothet·

row of

square-knots around the bag.
Both sides of this bag are exactly the same.
Select the sixteen center stt·ands on each side oC the bag and make six

rows of square-knots.

With the sixteen strands on each side of these

strands make four spirals of six knots each with each four strands. Select
the twelve center strands of the strands from the spirals just made and

make a second row of spirals of six knot.a each

with fou1· strands.

Select
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the

n,·o stl'ands on each side of these spi l al s and with lhe strands on the
'

outside for six half-hitches around the second strands ( see illm;tt·ation
�=- .

With the next sixteen strands on ea<.:h side of these stt·ands make six:
rov.-s of square knots.

ill

rows

:fonr

With the next eight strands on each side of these

of· square-knots make two spirals of six knots each.

center strands of the strands from

the two

Select the

S]Jll'als j usl ImHh: am.l
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make one spiral of six knots in the next row.

Select the two strands on

each side of the spiral and with the outside strand form six half-hitches
nround the second strand.

·with the next sixteen strands on each side of

these strands make six rows of square-knots.
Afte1· completing the first row of designs around the bag, select the

sixteen center strands on each side of the bag and make two rows of
spirals by the same method described in making spirals with the sixteen
strands in the first 1·ow of designs.

With the next sixteen strands on

each side of these strands make six 1·ows of square-knots.

With the next

sixteen strands on each side of the six rows of square-knots make tw0
more rows of spirals by the method described above.

With the next

thirty-two strands on each side of these strands make six rows of square
knots.
The third row of designs is the same as the first row and the fourth
row is the same as the second.

The fifth row of designs is the same as the

first and third rows.
After making the five rows of designs make two more rows of square
knots around the bag.
around the bag.

Then make a row of spirals of six knots eacl1

After completing the spirals, select the four center

&trands on each side and make a flat of three square-knots.

With the next

eight strands on each side of this flat make two spirals of six knots each.
·with t.lle uext four

strands on each side of these spirals, make another flat

of three square-knots.

Continue by this roetbod all the way around the

bag, making two spirals, and then one flat.
Now select the eight center strands on each side and make three rows
of square-knots.

With the next four strands on each side of these three

rows of square-knots make one spiral of six knots.

With the next eight

strands on each side of this spiral make three rows of square-knots.

Con

tinue by this method all the way around the bag, making first a spiral
with four strands, and then three rows of square-knots with the next

eight strands.
Now select the four center strands on each side and make a flat of
three square-knots.

With the next eight strands on each side of this flat

make two spirals of six knots each.

With the next four strands on each

side of these spirals, make another flat of three square-knots.

Continue

by this method all the way around the bag, making first two spirals then
one flat.

Then make a row of spirals all the way around the uag, and

follow this with three rows of square-knots.
Select the twenty center strands on each side of the bag and make five
rows of square-knots, bringing them to a point at the bottom by dropping
off two st.t·auds from each side of each row of square-knots.

Skipping the

next four strands on each side of the twenty center strands, select the
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With these sixteen st1·anus make four rows of

�(flUtre-knots. bringing them to a point at the bottom b�- d1·opping off two
strands from each side of each row of square-knots.

Skipping the next

four strands on each side of these sixt·een strands select the next sixteen
stl·ancls.

vYith these strands make four rows of squa1·e-knots, b!'inging

them to a point at the bottom by the method just described.
::;elect the twenty center strands on eal'11 side of the bag from both
side� and with an outside strand on each side of these strands make two
square-knots a1·ound the remaining strands ( see illusti·ation 45 ) .

Select

the next eight strands on each side of these strands from both sides of the
bag and with an outside strand on each side of these strands make two
:;quare-knots around the remaining strands t see illustration 45 ) .

Select

the uext tweh·e strands on each side of these eight st1·ands from both sides
of the bag, and with an outside strand on eac.:h side of these strands make
two square-knots around the remaining strands.

Select the next eight

�trands on each side of these strands and by the method just described
make t w o square-knots around these strands.

Select the next twelve

:o:trands on each side of these strands and by the same method make two
,..c p1are-lmots around these strand�.
'l'he DJ·aw-Cord for this bag is made by the l'ame methotl as descl'il>ed
fol' 111::\king the d1·aw-cord fol' the " Idaho."
Cut the st1·ands off the <le�il'ed length. tompleting the bag.

Illustration No. 49

Illu�tration

No. 50
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How to Make

a

C O M P A N Y

Square-Knot Centerpiece

"THE OKLAHOMA"

First : Measure tile strands about six times the desired length of tht:
centerpiece from center to edge and make a ring of cord about a half-inch
in diameter for the center
.

Second : Double the strands in the middle and loop oYer the ring.
The centerpiece may be started with any number of strands from twenty
to tllirty-six. Pair the strands off in fours and tie square-knots all the
way around the ring, numbering the strands :Xos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 1:>,
etc. ( see illustration 49 ) . Be sure to draw the knots up taut the first
time al'ound the ring. Use strands Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 4 for the first row,
strands Nos. 3, 4, 5, and 6 for the second row, strands Nos. 1, 2, 3, and
4 for the third l'Ow, etc.
Third : Space the second row of square-knots about one-sixteenth
of an inch f1·om the first row; space the third 1·ow about one-eighth of an
inch fi-om the second row; space the fourth l'Ow about oue-fourtb of an

TIIustration No. 51
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inch from the third row ; space the :fifth row auout three-eighths of an
inch from the fourth row. Space each succeeding l'OW of square-knots
about three-eighths of an inch from the row before it and continue this
method until there are about seven rows of square-knots around the
center ( see illustration 50). Space the eighth row about three-eighths of
an inch from the seventh row and make a flat of seven complete square
knots with each four strands (see illustration 51 ) .
After making flats all the way around the center, insert two double
strands between each flat (see illustration 51). The open work of square
knots can now be continued. Space the next row of square-knots about
three-eighths of an inch from the row of flats.
Continue by this method until four more rows of square-knots have
been added. Then space three-eights of an inch and make the second
row of flats. Again insert two double strands between each flat and with
these new strands form additional flats, following the same method
described above. Each row of flats is added by the same method until
the centerpiece is the desired width.
After making the last row of flats, tie one row of square-knots around
the centerpiece. Space this row of square-knots about three-eighths of an
inch from the row of flats.
The last row of squ are-knots will be tied with eight strands instead
of four. This is done by selecting four strands as the center and tying
the knot with the two strands on either side by the same method used
in tying a square-knot with four strands (see illustration 52).
Now cut the strands off the desired length from the last ro'v of
�quare-knots completing the centerpiece.
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Directions for making

a

Square

Knot Necktie in two colors.

Material required : 2 balls of crochet silk, one of
each color. ( For conYenience, we will combine the
colors gray and blue in giving directions.)
Cut 20 strands of blue and 8 strands of gray, each
10 feet in length. Group the strands as follows : 2
stl·ands gray, 10 strands blue, 4 strands gray, 10
strands blue, 2 strands gray.
Fasten the strands to some suitable support in
the order given.
*'l.'he first row of square-knots is tied 52 inches
from either one end or the other. Counting from the
left use strands 1, 2, 3, and 4 for the first square-knot.
Use strands 5, 6, 7, and 8 for the second square-knot.
Contiuue in this manner using the next 4 strands to
the right for each square-knot until you have reached
the last 4 strands which will form your last or seventh
square-knot in the first row. In tying this last or
seventh square-knot, reverse the operation, tying the
last half first and the first half last. This is necessary
in order to maintain the balance of the colors.
Beginning at the left, start the second row by
using strands 3, 4, 5, and 6 for the first square-knot.
In this row it is necessary to reverse the fourth square
knot, but not the last one tied.
Repeat from * until 30 rows of square-knots are
tied. Pull each knot taut so that the work will be
solid and firm.
When the 30 rows are finished, continue as before
but do not pull the knots taut. Gradually increase
the distance between each row until there is a space of
one-eighth of an inch between the knots. This gives the proper width
for the wide part of the necktie and also makes it soft and pliable for
practical use. Continue tying the open-work until the necktie is 20 inches
long from the starting point.
Finish the end by bringing the square-knots to a point in the center
and making 3 rows of half-hitches.
Turn the work end for end and make solid square-knot work for a
rli�tnnf'P of 1 0 inf'llP.l':.

Begin the open-work and make this end 12 inches long. Finish with

a point as directed.
www.antiquepatternlibrary.org
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ILLUSTRATION TITLES OF PART TWO
Illustration 1.

Starting a "G"
half-hitches.

Illu:straliou 2.

.\ Knotted llar of ten kuots being worked onto an addi

Illustration 3.

A row of square-knots being

Bar with the inside strands from

rows o f

tion al stl'and, after fiye knots of the bar ha,·e l>een made.
worked

across

aftet· making

a t·ow of designs.

Illustrations 4, 5, and G.

The tlu·ee stages of

the "G"

Ba1·.

Illustration 7.

A row of half-hitches being formed around a slanted

lllustl'ation

Hn.lf-llitches being formed around two strands.

strand.

8.
Illustrations 9

and 10.

to

Outside stt·ands of a

Draw Cord

bein� brought

the center.

Illustration

15.

Illustration

16.

I llustration

1 7.

Twenty-foul' 8t rands brought to a point and rows of
half-hitches being formed.
Two row!': of half-hitches completed on each side of
twenty-four strands. Starting rows of square-knots
with the four outside strands.
Square-knots worked to a point on each side and rows
of half-hitches being formed.
Rows of sq uare knots being started after completing
the rows of half-hitches.
Forming ten half-hitches, inserting the outside strand
through another strand after the fifth half-hitch.
)faking a second row of designs after completing the
first row.
Strands looped on ring and first square-knot being

Illustration 18.

First row of square-knots being spaced after completion

lllustt·ation 11.
I ll ustration

12.

Illustration 13.
Illustration 14.

-

formed.

of spirals.
Illustl·ation 19.

Strands

Illust1·ation 20.

A belt being started from the end.

fiap

Illustration 23.

A tongue ou a l>ag

being started.

Illusttations 21 and 22.
end,

being worked together on each ring.

Strands being added in starting a belt f1·om the

or in

starting a tongue on a bag flap.

Pulling down

the

second strand from each side, after

adding a double strand.
Illustration 24.

Strands being hung over a thin wire or cord, ready

to

start one side of a bag.
lllush·ation 25.

Strands inserted ready to make flats for a Double

l 1 1 ni'tration 2G.

Strands from the

Carrick Bend.
plete the

Double

flat being

inserted in a bag to com

Garrick Bend.
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Illustration 27.

Illustration 28.
Illustration 29.
Illustration 30.

Illustration 31.
Illustration 32.
Illustration 33.
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complete Double Carrick Bend.
A double strand inserted at the top of a bag on each
side, to be used to join the two sides of the bag.
Two sides of a bag being joined.
First rows of square knots being tied in the middle of
sixteen strands starting a bag handle.
Square-knots being made around with the sixteen
strands of a bag handle.
A spiral being made with an outside strand on each side
around the remaining strands of a bag handle.
Making rows of square-knots out flat with the sixteen
strands of a bag handle, before joining the handle to
A

-

the bag.

Illustration 34.
Illustration 35.
Illustration 36.

Inserting half the strands from a bag handle in a bag
and bringing them out again.
Rows of square-knots being made, after inserting
strands from a handle in a bag and out again.
Two rows of half-hitches completed on each side of a
bag handle. Ready to make a flat with four center
strands.

Illustration 37.
illustration 38.
Illustration 39.
Illustration 40.

Illustration
Illustration
Illustration
Illustration
Illustration

41.
42.
43.
44.
45.

Strands from a flat being tied around strands for o.
tassel.
First rows of square-knots being tied in the middle of
eight strands to be worked on a tassel.
Eight strands being brought around a tassel.
Square-knots being worked around a tassel with added
strands.
Half-hitches being formed around a number of strands.
Half-hitches.
A Knotted Bar.
A square-knot with four strands.
Square-knots being made around a number of strands.
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